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ABSTRACT
      Today, there are no appropriate teaching materials with which
teachers acquire and teach school children knowledge about disaster
preparedness in schools even if they feel it necessary. Therefore, the author

developed four kinds of computational software for disaster preparedness

education in schools because knowledge about disaster preparedness and
evacuation after disasters are indispensable as vital information from past

disasters and descriptions written by people who had experienced
earthquake disasters.

      First, the author developed an interactive personal computer
software to be used for earthquake preparedness education, which is
designed for teachers' use in elementary and junior high schools. Prior to

developing the software, the author distributed 200 questionnaires to

elementary and junior high schools in Shizuoka and Yamaguchi prefectures

to ascertain the appropriate information to be included in the software.

      After the completion of the software package, the author distributed

it to a total of 10 elementary and junior high schools in Yamaguchi
prefecture and then evaluated its effectiveness by examining teachers'

understanding before and after its presentation. As a result it was found

that teacher understanding of earthquake disaster prevention had
improved and that the software level was appropriate.

       Secondly, the author developed a software for earthquake
preparedness education of school children because schoolchildren should

leam earthquake preparedmess, such as, characteristics of earthquake or

preparation for earthquake. Furthermore, a method for evaluation the
leaming effect by introducing the field of educational technology such as

S"P(Student-Problem) curves, Caution Index and IRS(Items Relational
Structure Analysisi)) was also proposed.

       As a result, it was found that students improved understanding of

earthquake preparedness. After the evaluation, the learning order in the

curriculum was changed according to the result of IRS, and the improved

software was reevaluated. As a result, S'P curves shifted toward a higher

percentage of correct answers compared to the first evaluation. From these

results, it can be useful for students to use the software and for us to
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evaluate its effectiveness easily.

      Thirdly, the author developed a 3D evacuation simulation software

by using a low-end personal computer without special devices and software.

Because it is very important for school children to grasp their behavioral

tendency in a following disaster after an earthquake even if they have

knowledge about what to do for earthquake disasters referring to previous

disasters. 3D evacuation simulation software consists of two parts. One is
" Data editor" and the other is "Simulator". Data editor is a kind of

sub-software that supports users in making 3D CG objects, such as, a
virtual structure. Users such as school children can easily make 3D CG

objects by usingData editor. In the simulator, 3D CG images are displayed

on screen on the basis of the data that is edited by Data Editor. Users can

move or tum a viewpoint on screen as if they were actually walking in 3D

CG by pushing buttons on a control pad.

      In order to evaluate the simulator, evacuation experiments in

simulator were performed by using two kinds of maze that imitated
underground shopping center. One is the maze with many exits and the

other is constructed based on the model of an actual maze with one extt

that was used in Watabe's experiment.

      As a result of the former maze experiment, it is found that three

typical characteristics of wayfinding behavior that was the same results as

Matsushita's wayfinding experiments2) were derived.

      As the result of latter maze experiment, it is found that tendencies

of the simulator is the same as that of Watabe's experiment3) from the point

of view of the relation between crossings and average time to find out each

crossmg.
      From these results, Students and teachers can grasp characteristics

of their wayfindings by using this simulator themselves instead of a fire

dril1.

      Fourthly, the author developed computational simulation software

of evacuation that teachers can use in order that teachers investigate the

characteristics of students' behavior and the way of conduct for students

beforehand with ease. Furthermore, the author introduced a simulation

model by using chained codes used in the field of information processing in

order that people who are unfamiliar with a computer language such as
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teachers can change parameters of evacuee models.

      The author applied this simulation model to an actual underground

shopping center in Tokyo. As a result, it was found that the more guides

assist, the more evacuees could evacuate quickly and its instructions
provided by a mobile guides are more effective than those by a stationary

guide.

      The author independently developed and evaluated four kinds of
software. However, people often simultaneously need knowledge about
earthquakes and way of evacuation during an earthquake disaster. It is

necessary to combine four kinds of software and generally evaluate
children's diminishing fear of earthquakes especially considering the field

of educational psychology.
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CHAPTER1

General lntroduction

1.1 In troduetion

      For years, earthquakes have frequently occurred in Japan and
numerous people were either killed or injured in disasters. Many children

were also among the casualties caused by collapsing structures, such as,

fallen houses in strong tremors. And others died because they had no
information about earthquake disaster preventive measures.

      On the former, for example, more than 6000 people were ki11ed by

the great Hashin'Awaji earthquake that occurred in 1995, which was an

inland earthquake with Magr]itude of 7.8 on Richiter scalei). Many
casualties resulted in deaths and injuries from collapsed houses. As a

countermeasure, many buildings and houses have been built recently with

improved earthquake proof technology that can withstand the strong

tremers.
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CflAPTERI General lntroduction

      On the latter, for example, the Japan Sea coast in the Tohoku region

of northern honshu island was struck by a strong earthquake (the
Nihonkai'chubu earthquake) in 1983. 0f the one hundred and four people

who died, one hundred were killed by the tsunami subsequent to the
earthquake2). Thirteen school children on a picnic by the Japan Sea were

among the victims. Unfortunately, not only the children but the
accompanying teachers and the bus driver knew nothing about the potential

danger of a tsunami following an earthquake that takes place under the

ocean. They had no knowledge about tsunamis because they lived in a
village of a mountainous region.

      On the other hand, there were no casualties at the New Ireland
earthquake tsunami in Papua New Guinea on November 2000. Especia]iy
the residents at coastal areas near Rabaul immediately evacuated to higher

grounds right after the earthquake because pamphlets about tsunami
awareness were produced and distributed by ADRC(Asian Disaster
Research Center) and Papua New Guinea Government on October 2000
from the lesson of damages of 1998 Aitape Tsunami3). It is a typical case in

saving lives due to disasters preparedness education.

      From these lessons, people who have knowledge about earthquakes

and are well prepared for earthquake disasters can avoid damage when they

do encounter an unexpected earthquake. So earthquake preparedness is one

of the most important and the indispensable factor for disaster prevention

measure. Furthermore, it is ideal that people learn earthquake
preparedness in their childhood. Therefore, schools should play an
important role in providing earthquake preparedness education.

1.2 Present Condition ofEarthquake PreparednessAwareness and

  Edueation in Sehools

      School teachers must have awareness of earthquake preparedness in

order to teach school children knowledge about earthquake preparedness.

Therefore, present condition of earthquake preparedness awareness in
schools in Japan is first described in references to Naruse's questionnaire

research (1987)4) and questionnaires by Takimoto et al. (1990) s).

2



CH14-PTERIGeneral Jntroduction

      The former is a questionnaire, which Naruse et al. distributed to

1117 elementary and junior high schools in seven prefectures: Hokkaido,

Tokyo, Kanagawa, Shizuoka, Aichi, Yamaguchi and Kumamoto in 1987.
The latter is a questionnaire, which the author et al. (listributed to 200

elementary and junior high schools in Yamaguchi and Shizuoka Prefectures

in 1990.

      1.2. 1 Teaehers'Earthquake Preven tion Awareness
      Figure 1.1 shows that the percentage of teachers who thought that

their schools would be safe in an earthquake.
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ClilZLPTERI GeneralIntroduction

      This figure shows that about 70 O/o teachers of each school thought

their school safe. From this result, most school teachers were optimistic in

handling an impen(img crisis if an earthquake should occur. Especially,

attention should be paid to Shizuoka where Tokai earthquake frequently

occurs and Yamaguchi because they are at almost equal ratios.

      Furthermore, Figure 1.2 shows why teachers thought their school
safe in Shizuoka and Yamaguchi Prefectures. Teachers in both prefectures

answered that their school buildings were of suiIicient
earthquake'resistant design. From these results, it is found that teachers

depended too much on material aspect of protection, such as, an
earthquake'proof structure. However, there have been repeated casualties

due to lack of knowledge about earthquakes, as mentioned in the case of

the Nihonkai'chubu earthquake, even if school buildings were strong
enough in an earthquake.

      No answer
        O.5o/,

  Not Necessary No answer    l o ,2 o/o g ,o o/,

Necessary
 89,30/o

Others
21.oo/,

Lectures by
specialists

 23.oo/,

Audio'visual
materials
 47,oo/,

Figure1.3 Isearthquakedisasterprepared' Figure1.4 Teachers'preferencesfor
         ness education necessary? earthquake disaster
         Teachers' responses4), preparedness education
                                              materials or methods4).

       On the other hand, it was found that teachers thought earthquake

preparedness education important. Figure 1.3 shows school teachers'
responses to the question of whether earthquake preparedness education is

necessary in seven prefectures. About 900/o teachers felt strongly that such

education is necessary. From this figure, it is found that most teachers

strongly thought earthquake preparedness education necessary. Figure 1.4
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CHAPTERIGeneral Introduction

gives a summary to opinions regarding the most desirable teaching
materials or methods. Almost 500/o teachers considered audio-visual
materials the most effective.

      From these results, it was found that teaching materials by using

an audio-visual device should be developed for schools.

      1.2.2 Present Condition ofFire Drills

      It is very important not to only learn knowledge about earthquakes

but also to practice evacuation in a fire dril1 in order to perform earthquake

preparedness education in schools. Teachers' responses to the question of

the number of times of a fue drill was performed in their school for a year

are as follows:

(1) 900/o schools in Tokyo perform a fire dri11 more than six times a year.

(2) 700/o schools in Kanagawa also perform a fire drM more than six times

  a year.
(3) 900/o-1000/o schools in other prefectures perform a fire drill less than six

  tlmes a year.

      Table 1.1 shows percentage of schools that performs a fire dril1

assuming a real earthquake. Most schools in this table assume a real

earthquake except the ones in Yamaguchi and Kumamoto Prefectures.
Yamaguchi Prefecture has the lowest percentage among the seven
prefectures.

Table 1.1 Percentage of schools that perform a fire drill assuming a real earthquake

Hokkaido Tokyo Kanagawa Shizuoka Aichi Yamaguchi Kumamoto
o/o 72 85 76 74 64 6 31

      From these results, a fire d]ril1 as a part of earthquake disaster

prevention education should be carried out repeatedly. However, there is no

spare time to perform a fue dril1 in present school events. Therefore, it is

necessary to develop a simulator so that school children can practice a

virtual evacuation instead of a fire dril1. Moreover, equipment to help

teachers grasp school children's evacuation behavior should be developed.

5
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- Included in the guidehnes of the state educataon department

ew No curriculum mandated by state education department

[II ] State education department only gives recommended guidelines to distncts

   No earthquake avvareness or safety educaUon mandated
   by state education department

       Figure 1.5 Present earthquake education m the Umted State s6)

      1.2.3 Earthquake Preparedness Edueation in the UnitedStates
      For reference, present earthquake preparedness education in the
United States is described below. In the United States, on the other hand,

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) made manuals for
earthquake prevention in school and publicized earthquake preparedness9).

Bay Area Regional Earthquake Preparedness Project (BAPEPP) that was

established by California government distributed pamphlets of earthquake

prep aredness .

      National Center for Earthquake Engineering Research (NCEER)
started to research and study in many states as the project of earthquake

preparedness education (1988). At first, NCEER grasped an earthquake
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preparedness education and they also researched useful teaching materials

for every state6). The situation of dealing with an earthquake preparedness

education at school in each state is shown in Figure 1.5. This figure shows

that an earthquake preparedness education at school is introduced as

education policy of a state government in California, Arkansas and
Kentucky. Especially, both states of Arkansas and Kentucky lay emphasis

on an earthquake preparedness education because New Madrid was struck

repeatedly by 1880's New Ma(lrid earthquake. On the other hand, other

state governments thought earthquake preparedness important.

      So NCEER let FEMA, BAREPP, every state government and
National Science Teachers Association held a workshop for an earthquake

preparedness education at school regularly afterwards7)• 8). NCEER also

provides a list of teaching materials which people can use9).

      BAREPP has continued enlightenment activity while cooperating
with UCLA, NCEER and The Red Cross in California. Furthermore, it set a

California Earthquake Preparedness Month with large campaigns aiming
at an administration in the first week, the industrial circles in the second

week, school in the third week and home and communications in the fourth

week in Apnl in 1989 before the Roma prieta earthquake occurrediO). It was

reported that the campaigns was effective during the Roma prieta
earthquake.

      However, it was reported that school teachers had no interest in
and knowledge about an earthquake preparednessii).

1.3 Review ofPrevious Studies

      First, studies by other researchers related to earthquake
preparedness education are described below.

      Ohmachi et al. (1986), for example, tried to teach earthquake

preparedness education by using videos with the explanations of
earthquake disasters in elementary schoolsi2). He investigated the change

of children's earthquake preparedness awareness before and after they

watched the video. Therefore, he found that their awareness about
earthquake preparedness became heightened after they watched the video.

7



Clva'TERI General Introduetion

      Taniguchi et al. (1992) devised a way to estimate damage based on

natural and artificial environment at schooli3). They also analyzed the

damage occurrence system, characteristics of damage occurrence based on

viewpoints of previous earthquake damages and correspondence and
countermeasures in school.

      The software curriculum that the author develops is constructed
taking into account these results.

      Second, some researchers who have studied simulation models and
simulators during a disaster are described below.

      Meguro et al. developed a simulation model considered as a
potential modeli4). It was devised with a human model evacuating in

accordance with potential values. Differences in evacuees' wayfindings

could be expressed. The method of potential values is introduced in the

simulation model that the author develops.

      Hayashi et al., for example, analyzed behavior of a leader in a fire

by using a simulator in which users could let people take refuge as they
look at a blueprint of a virtual building that was displayed on a screeni5).

      Meguro et al. have also developed a simulator software by using
technique of virtual reality and have compared its results with the result of

wayfinding behavior by an actual experjmenti6). The author develops a

simulator that can be performed on low'end personal computers
considering a spec ofpersonal computer in school.

Z.4 Purpose of this Study

      From written descriptions by people who had been involved in an

earthquake, the author considered knowledge about earthquake
preparedness and evacuation after an earthquake are indispensable as

vital information as shown in Figure 1.6. However, there are no
appropriate teaching materials with which teachers acquire and teach
school children knowledge about earthquake preparedness in school even if

they feel that it is necessary referring to the results of questionnaire survey

as mentioned above. Moreover, there is no any equipments to practice
evacuation, only participation in a fire dril1.

8
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Three factors necessary for disaster preparedness education

       Therefore, from these conditions and Masuda's proposal about
disaster preparedness education (1988) i7), the author develops four kinds

of software by using a personal computer to solve these problems in school.

These software are as follows

       First, the author developed the software for schoolteachers to

acquire generic knowledge about earthquake preparedness and knowledge

on earthquake prevention in schools5). Secondly, the software was

developed for school children to learn experience about earthquake
disasters and the method of coping with an earthquake experiencei8)•i9).

Thirdly, the simulator was developed for school children and school
teachers to experience a virtual evacuation20). Lastly, the author developed

the simulation software for schoolteachers to grasp school children's
evacuation behavior2i), 22), 23).

1.5 Contents ofthis Paper

This dissertation is composed of six chapters. Chapter 1 is the

9
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preliminary of this paper where necessity and importance of earthquake

preparedness education in school is discussed by examining past disasters,

present earthquake preparedness education in school and previous studies

on earthquake preparedness education. Furthermore, the objective of this

study is explained.

       In Chapter 2, the author first explains the questionnaire in 1990 in

order to construct a curriculum for schoolteachers. Secondly, the summary

of the software development for earthquake preparedness education for
schoolteachers is explained. Furthermore, the learning effectiveness of the

software is discussed.

       In Chapter 3, the summary of software development for earthquake

preparedness for school children is explained. Before developing the
software, a new curriculum for school children that is constructed by using

the Brain writing technique and the KJ method is described. The author

evaluates its learning effects by distributing the software to an elementary

and a junior high school in Ube City, and discussed the result of the

evaluation.

       In Chapter 4, the details in developing the evacuation simulator

software on a 3 dimensional image is explained. To evaluate this software,

the author explores wayfinding behavior by experiment using two kinds of

mazes. The result of the evaluation is discussed by comparing the result of

the simulator with that of actual maze experiments.

       In Chapter 5, the outline of developing of the computational
simulation model including the modeling of evacuees, guides and a fue is

explained. To evaluate this simulation model, the author simulates
evacuation by modeling an actual underground shopping center in Tokyo

assuming that school chi1dren were involved in a fire during an earthquake

on a school excursion. The result of the simulation is discussed.

       Finally, conclusion and summary are described in Chapter 6.
Moreover, direction for future research is discussed based on problems left

in this study.

10
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CHAPTER2

Development of Software for Earthquake Preparedness

Education for School Teachers

2. 1 ln troduetion

      It is necessary for teachers to have knowledge about earthquake

preparedness because they may play an important role in school during
earthquake disasters occurrences. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
Naruse's questionnaire survey (1987) found that many teachers understood

the necessity of earthquake preparedness education, but felt that the
available audio'visual materials were unsatisfactorily interactive.

      In response, the author developed an interactive personal computer

software to be used for earthquake preparedness education, which is
designed for teachers' use in elementary and junior high schools. Prior to

developing the software, the author distributed 200 questionnaires to
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elementary andjunior high schools in Shizuoka and Yamaguchi prefectures

to ascertain the appropriate information be included in the software. To

maintain teachers' interest, the software was developed with animation,

sound effects and narration used wherever possible.

      After the completion of the software package, the author distributed

it to a total of 10 elementary and junior high schools in Yamaguchi
prefecture and then evaluated its effectiveness by examining teachers'
understanding before and after its presentation.

      In this chapter, the author first outlines the result of the 1990

questionnaire survey excluding the result that was described in Chapterl,

then it describes the hardware and software application which were used to

develop the software for teachers' use and outlines its contents. Fina]ly, the

effectiveness of the software is discussed.

2.2 euestionnaire Survey on Contents ofthe Software

      As described in Chapter 1, 200 questionnaires were distributed to

elementary andjunior high schools in Shizuoka and Yamaguchi Prefectures.

The main objectives of the questionnaires in 1990 were not only to examine

the level of awareness of earthquake disaster prevention but also to
ascertain the measures taken by teachers in schools. Samples of the results

are shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Figure 2.1 lists what teachers want to

know most about earthquake preparedness. A very high percentage of
teachers wanted to know how past disasters had affected schools and the

mental state of children during an earthquake in both prefectures. From

this finding, the teachers interested in protecting school children from

earthquake disasters is found as follows: 600/o wanted to know the plans for

earthquake dri11s in Yamaguchi Prefecture and 500/o wanted to know
earthquake predictions in Shizuoka Prefecture. They also emphasize the

lack of attractive and effective teaching materials on this subject. These

results reflect the problem peculiar to both prefectures.

     The author collected written accounts by people who experienced
earthquake disasters from libraries in Akita, Miyagi, Chiba, Shizuoka,

Nagano, Ntigata, Fukui and KochiPrefecturesinJapan, becausethe
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2

o 20 40 60 80 o/o

1.Reports on past disaster in schools.
2,Mental state of children during an earthquake.
3.Examples of plans of earthquake drills in school.
4.Prediction of earthquakes,
5,Properties of earthquakes.
6.Reference books about disaster prevention,
7.Mechanisms of an earthquake.
8.Reports on past disasters,
9.Response and action of fire departments
 and hospitals.
10,Lifeline systems,

- Shizuoka Prefecture

O Yamaguchi Prefecture

EIE] Average

Figure 2.1 Items revelant to disaster preparedness education

that teachers want to know about

authors thought it was very important to learn from past disasters in order

to develop a suitable curriculum. The result of the analysis is shown in
Figure 2.2. Figure 2.2 (a) shows us a pie graph of written description format.

It is found that about 500/o are essays based on impression in this figure.

Figure 2.2 (b) shows the time the document was written about. From this

figure, around 500/o wrote the content about their experience during an
earthquake. It is found that their experience left them a strong impression

of earthquakes. Figure 2.2 (c) shows the places of their earthquake

experiences with where they experiences with 250/o felt at school or home.

What they feared is shown in Figure 2.2 (d). Most of them feared the

collapse of a building or ground motion in an earthquake. From this figure,

it is found that explanations of earthquake'proof structures and the

characteristics of earthquake are necessary in devising a software

curriculum.

      From those findings, the author learned that knowledge about
earthquakes and what might happen during an earthquake play a critical
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(a)Document format

After going

home
 120/e

During
evacuation

 170/o

After

evacuation

 190/e

During
earthquake

 5T/o

(b)Time ofwritten contents

Evacuation

Place

gr/o

Qffice

grk

Others

1gr/o

Cltatside

160/e

School

250/o

Home
25e/e

  Information

   40/o

  Human
   60/o

  Tsunami
  60/o

liquefaction

 pu/o

Turnning over

utensil

Others
140/o

Collapse of

buildings

 [ac"/1o

(c) Description place (d)Feared objects
  Figure 2.2 1tnaly sis of de scrip tions written by people

           who experienced earthquake disasters

role in survival . This highlighted the importance of earthquake prepared"

ness education, especially for schoolchildren.

      Therefore, the author constructed a curriculum based on the results

of the questionnaire and the analysis of descriptions written by people who

experienced earthquake disasters.
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2. 3 Procedure ofDeve7opment ofSoftware

       2. 3.1 System Confignration

       The author developed the software on a Macintosh IIci micro
computer (Apple Computer, Inc.) with the software application package

Hyper Card. Because Hyper Card uses only black and white, the package

Canvas 3.0 which enabled us to use a 256'colors screen was utilized. To

apply pictures taken after earthquakes to the Quake Busters program, we

used the package Color Magician III to scan relevant pictures. The
hardware and software utilized are shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3.
These hardware and software was selected because of the following reasons.

 (1) It is very simple to use with a mouse.

 (2) Hyper Card is easily controlled by the associated programming

    language, Hyper Talk.
 (3) Sound could be recorded and played with the aid of the package Mac

    Recorder.

 (4) Further modifications and improvements can be made with ease.

             Table2.1 Applicationsoftwareused
Software Function

HyperCard2.0J Controllingsoftware
Canvas3.0 Drawingpictures

ColormagicianIII Scanningpictures
MacRecorder Recordingsounds
QuickTime1.0 PlayingmoviesonHyperCard
Director3.0J Creatinganimation

M

spt====='

    sca-lt:iN '

   ,mIC

   l,i

      '
  Macintosh ll

Figure 2.3

     '       "N.     --) Scanner
ci

The hardware systein
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      2. 3.2 Construetion ofSoftware
      As Hyper Card uses only black and white (lbit, 2colors), a
sophisticated technique was needed to introduce color on screeni). The

process is outlined in Figure 2.4. First, a window was set up on a HyperCard

screen. Then we drew a color picture using Canvas 3.0 or scanned a picture

using Color Magician III, which then was saved in a movie library folder as

a special type of file PICT. Afterwards, the PICT file was transmitted to the

open wtndow on the HyperCard screen by a control program written in
Hyper Talk. Animations drawn with Director (Macromedia, Inc.) also were

converted into files and saved in the movie folder. These files could be

transmitted to the open window on the Hyper Card screen by using the
HyperTalk, a kind of programming language, and QuickTime (Apple
Computer, Inc.). By interlinking color pictures with color animations and

adding sound effects, the author have developed a multi-media presentation

on the HyperCard screen.

Picture

Folder

savrngfiles g
controled

by Hyp er Talk

tg.L.,,

I
.

:.:

iiAnimation"'g':':::'il"

1--.th.."--""l

Hcturesj

xWindowHyperCar

L..:::.i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::controled

":':':  : ":: :::: :::::::::::':::':::::::::::::;:::::':::i::::::::::: li;'lllll:l'i'l' by Quick[[li me

         Movie
         Folder

 (il'li':tl'":i:/r'":g':':/r"'l•:c':':tu'r":':':':t7r':':':':':':':':'i'i (madeonbuttonicon) screen Director3'OJ l/l'

Figure 2.4 Procedures for showing color pictures and animations on HyperCard

tC Onver ting Mes

2.4 Learning Con ten ts

      2.4.1 Construetion ofthe Currieulum
      In learning about earthquake preparedness, understanding of the
earth sciences, earthquake engineering, the psychology of human responses

to emergencies, past earthquake disasters, etc., are all necessary.
Furthermore, such information needs to be integrated and well presented in
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order to provide learners clear guidance on how to cope with and survive an

earthquake. Therefore, the author gathered information collected from

reference books about earthquake prevention, pamphlets published by local

governments and other reference books on earthquake disaster prevention.

The author tried to develop a software based on the results of the 1990

questionnaires and the collected information.

      With this in mind, the information was divided into three modules

under the headings: "Understanding earthquake", "Past earthquake
disasters and survival", and "Preparation for earthquake hazards" based on

Taniguchi's research2) and lmked them through the `fMenu Card" shown in

Figure 2.5. Each module is explained later.

Menucard

1 1
rstanding
quakes

Pastearthquake
disastersandsurvival

Preparationfor
earthquakehazards

Figure 2,5 Contents of the software

      2.4.2lntroduetion to Software

      After the opening animation theme music, the Menu Card appears
on the screen (Photo 2.1). This is a control card and has five "buttons." By

clicking one of the buttons, users can have access to any one of the three

modules and the users' guide.

      Selecting a module brings up a screen with five buttons in the
bottom right corner and an indigo blue box in the left comer (Photo 2.2).

This box called Navigation Palette gives directions for using the software

program. The functions of the five buttons are

(1) "?" accesses the help menu (users' guide),

(2) "Another curriculum" moves to another module,

(3) "REW" moves back to the previous card, and

(4) "FF" moves forward to the next card.
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Photo 2.1 Menu Card

Photo 2.2 Navigation Palette

Photo 2.3 Sample of a quiz
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       With the use ofa mouse for these five buttons, anyone who is not

accustomed to personal computers can move through the cards in a module

and learn about earthquake disaster prevention. We also inserted quizzes in

each module. A sample card for a quiz is shown in Photo 2.3.

       2. 4. 3 Understanding Earthguake

       This module, divided into six areas, explains earthquake
mechanisms, characteristics and terminology. If users learn about and
understand the processes which have shaped the earth as it now exists, they

will be less fearful of earthquakes. The six areas in this module are

 (1) Structure of the earth,

 (2) Continental drift,

 (3) Plate tectonics,

 (4) Mechanisms of an earthquake,

 (5) Characteristics of earthquake motions, and

 (6) Explanation of technical terms.

       Three sample cards for this module are shown in

and 2.7. Photo 2.4 is the front screen of the this module.

Photos 2.4, 2.5, 2.6

Photo 2.5 explains

Photo 2.4 Front screen of Understanding earthquakes
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Structure of the Earth

Core

Photo 2.5

  She
White

Ye

The structure of the earth is like
hat of a boiled egg.

  Yellow -År Core
  White 'År Mantle
  Shell 'ÅrCrust

Structure of the earth

Photo 2.6 Mechanism of earthquake

the interior of the earth. The earth is compared to a boiled egg to help

explain the layered structure of the earth. Photo 2.6 is an animation frame

that explains the mechanism of inter"plate earthquakes. Photo 2.7 explains
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 e relationship between seismic intensity and magnitude can be
ompared to that between the brightness and wattage of a bulb.

  Wattage
Bri htness

Åq-År

Åq-År

Magnitude
Seismic mtensl

Photo 2.7 Relationship between the brightness and the wattage of a bulb

the relationship

compared to the
bulb.

between seismic intensity and magnitude, which can be

relationship between the brightness and the wattage of a

       2. 4. 4 Earthquake Disasters and Suwtva7

       This module stack offers practical knowledge about an earthquake,

for example, a manual for teacher's action during and after an earthquake.

Factors which trigger secondary disasters around schools also are explained.

The main areas in this module are

(1) Fear of fire,

(2) Mechanism and danger of liquefaction,

(3) Characteristics of soft ground,

(4) Mental state during an earthquake,

(5) Planning for safe evacuation, and

(6) Earthquake'proof structures.

       Sample cards are shown in
module starts at the screen as shown

Photos 2.8,

in Photo 2.8.

2.9, 2.10 and 2.11.

 Photo 2.9 explains

This
the
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Photo 2.8 Top of the module "Earthquake Disaster and Survival"

                       Photo2.9 Dangeroftsunami

characteristics and danger of a tsunami. The height of a tsunami steadily

increases as it runs into an inlet or narrow bay. Animation is used to

emphasis the height, velocity and danger of tsunamis as they are usually
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lure

Before failure ATotal collapse
B:Nonuniform settleme
CSafe

D anger of a cut and banl{ed slope

Photo 2.10 Danger of embankments

fl:

m

                 Photo 2.11 How to react to an earthquake

underestimated by commoners. Photo 2.10 explains the danger
embankments set on soft ground or artificiai slopes. Photo 2.11 shows

of

a
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Makimono, i.e., a text book of ninja. This ninja-text teaches users how to

react if the classroom floor starts to shake.

       2. 4. 5 Prepara tion for Earthquake Hazards

       This stacks focuses on ways to counter potential hazards, such as,

fires, broken windows and overturned free-standing furniture (e.g.,
bookcases or cabinet) in school buildings during an earthquake. The

importance of communication and lifeline systems such as the electricity,

gas, water supply and telephone lines are emphasized. The four areas in

this module are

 (1) Potential hazards and preventive countermeasures in school,

 (2) Fire prevention,

 (3) Situation of 1ifeline systems after an earthquake, and

 (4) Communication and information during and after disasters.

       Sample cards are shown in Photos 2.12, 2.13, 2.14 and 2.15. Screen

as shown in Photo 2.12 is indicated at the beginning of this module. Photo

2.13 explains how to prevent a chemical fire in a science classroom. Photo

Photo 2.12 Front screen ofthe module "Preparation fbr Earthquake hazards"
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2.14 explains the danger of broken windowpanes.
route of communication from school to home.

Photo 2.15 shows the
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 conveymg emergency
to arents

.iX,rN

SchooI Braodcastiong
station

Parents

Photo 2.15 Route of information from school to home

2. 5 Evalua tion ofSoftware

       2. 5. 1 Method ofEvaluation

       To evaluate the effectiveness of the developed software, the author

distributed it to 10 schools, three elementary and seven junior high schools,

in Yamaguchi Prefecture. Teachers in these schools were given the same test

on earthquake preparedness before and a week later using Quake Busters.

       2. 5. 2 Res u7ts ofEvalua tion

       Replies were received from 26 teachers. A comparison of the
percentage of correct answers in the three areas before and after the

introduction of Quake Busters is shown in Figure 2.6. Before its
introduction, only 200/o of teachers gave correct answers for the "Past

earthquake disasters and survival" and about 400/o for the "Preparation for

earthquake hazards". These results indicate the lack of knowledge about

earthquake preparedness among teachers in Yamaguchi Prefecture, which is
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attributed to the infrequent and small size of earthquakes experienced in

that prefecture. After Quake Busters was introduced, the answers showed

an improvement for all modules, particularly in the "Preparation for
earthquake hazards", for which correct answers almost reached 800/o. In the
" Past earthquake disaster and survival", however, the correct answers did

not reach 500/o even after the introduction of Quake Busters.

   Figure 2.7 shows the level of (lifficulty of the curriculum felt by the

respondents. From this figure, most of them felt that the level of (lifficulty is

appropriate for every module. The result of operability of the software is

shown in Figure 2.7. This figure shows us that 600/o respondents felt the

operation was easy. The reason is due to the effectiveness of using a mouse.

Lastly, the result of understanding screen displays is shown in Figure 2.8.

From this figure, about 900/o respondents felt that the screen was clear and

understandable. The reason is due to the effectiveness of introducing color

pictures and animation.

                 Understandingearthquakes

Percentage ofcorrect answers

   (o/o)

           100
Pastearthquakedisasters

and survival

      Figure 2,6

100

/After

         100
kep ar ation for ear th quake han ards

Comparison of the results of tests give before and after

the introduction of the developed software,
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Understandingearthquakes

Pastear th qu ake dis as ters

andsurvival

Pr ep ar ation for ear th qu ake

han ar ds

      Easy

Figure 2.7
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Simple
57 ,7 0/o

Operability of the software

100

DNo answer

Neither
11 ,5 0/o

Figure 2.9

Clear
88 ,5 0/o

Understanding screen display

2.6Summary

      In this chapter, the author has developed a software for earthquake

education for school teachers. The educational software for teachers consists

of three modules: "Understandings earthquakes", "Past earthquake
disasters and survival", and "Preparation for earthquake hazards". The
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areas included in the first module are "Structure of the earth", "Continental

drift", "Plate tectonics", "Mechanism of an earthquake", Characteristics of

earthquake motions" and "Explanation of technical terms". The items in the

second module are "Secondary disasters", "Planning for an emergency
evacuation", "Earthquake"proof structures" and `[Mental state during an

earthquake". The items include in the last module are "Potential Hazards

and preventive countermeasures", "Lifeline systems" and "Communication

and information during disasters". All information can be accessed simply

by clicking a mouse.

      The author distributed Quake Busters to three elementary schools

and seven junior high schools in Yamaguchi Prefecture in1993 in order to

evaluate its effectiveness and merit. Results showed that teacher
understanding of earthquake disaster prevention had improved and that the

software level was appropriate.

      The cards in the modules are put in order like a book. Users,
therefore, must learn the items according to the arranged order. The
structure is not very attractive to users because they cannot choose other

items freely. If users could move through the various areas at wil1, there

would be greater appeal and probably higher potential of learning.
Therefore, we plan to attach a random access function to the structure of the

modules.
   Lastly, the author evaluated the effectiveness of the software based on

26 replies and found it effective. It is necessary, however, to distribute it to

more elementary and junior high schools in other prefectures as well as in

Yamaguchi Prefecture and to evaluate the actual effectiveness of it.
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CHAPTER3

Development of Software for Earthquake Preparedness

Education for School Children

3. 1 Zn troduetion

     The author already explained that school children might be killed

because of the lack of vital information about earthquake and its disasters

in an encounter with an unexpected earthquake, in reference to the previous

disasters. Accordingly, school children should learn earthquake
preparedness, such as, characteristics of earthquake or preparation for

earthquake. On the other hand, teachers need to understand the students'

grasp of leaming earthquake prevention. Therefore, the author developed a

software for earthquake preparedness education for school children and

proposed a method for evaluating the learning effect.

     In this chapter, the procedure for constructing a new curriculum for
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school children by using the Brain writing technique and the KJ method is

first described, and the contents of the software is explained. Furthermore,

to evaluate the effectiveness of earthquake preparedness education visually,

methods in the field of educational technology are introduced as follows:

 (1) S-P(Student'Problem) score and S"P(Student-Problem) curves,

 (2) Caution Index, and

 (3) Item Relational Structure Analysis (IRS).

      These methods wil1 be explained later. Finally, after developing the

software, it was distributed to an elementary and a junior high school and

analyzed as shown in the results of (1), (2) and (3) mentioned above for

evaluating the software.

3.2 Construetion of the Currieulum for Sehoo7 Children

      The author constructed a new curriculum for school children based

on the curriculum for teachers that was already developed in chapter 2.

Br ain writing techni que

order

Dr awing gr aphics for software

      Figure3,1 Procedureofconstructingthecurriculum

 The procedure of curriculum construction is shown in Figure 3.1. In

to construct the curriculum, the author first employed the brain
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writing technique to help collect items that should be included in the new

curriculum. Collected items are then classified by using the KJ method.

Classified items are rearranged based on the report "Education program of

fire prevention for the youth" from the Fire Defense Agency of the Ministry

of Home Ai!fairsi). Lastly, quiz problems are made for the curriculum.

      3.2. 1 Arrangement of Currieulum by using
          the Brain J7Vriting Teehnique

      The brain writing technique is one of the methods used in the field

of system engineering. People's written thoughts and opinions were collected
in a listi).

      In this study, two researchers who major in earthquake engineering

including the author and 10 university students wrote down key words that

are necessary for earthquake preparedness education according to the
procedure of the brain writing technique. The total number of responses is

480. Commonalities in these responses are as follows:

 (1) there are few opinions on the scientillic knowledge, such as, the

    mechanism of earthquake,
 (2) many opinions on volunteer and cooperation were sent in because

    many volunteers were attracted to the attention of the 1995
    Hanshin'Awaji earthquake, and
 (3) there were also many opinions on evacuation shelters, telephone

    communication during disasters and victims' heart conditions.

      3.2.2 Grouping ofItems by using the KJMethod
      The comments obtained by the brains writing were numerous and
complicated. Therefore, the comments were sorted into some groups, then by

items using the KJ method2).

      First, comments obtained by the brains writing is (livided into 17

groups with titles representing contents. The contents and characteristics

are shown in Table 3.1. Special features are also listed in the following:

(1) there are 8

   earthquakes,

items about fire because fue often breaks out in an

 especially the ones in the1995 Hanshin-Awaji
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Table 3.1 Learning items grouped by the KJ method
Leartmgiterns

' Mstoryofearthquake ' Magnitudeandseismic ' Experienceofanearthquake
Earthquake ' Fault intensity ' Exampleofdamageinschool

' Volcanicearthquake ' Earthquakeprediction ' mlandearthquake
' Exampleofearthquake ' Periodofearthquake
damage ' Platetectonics
' Tsunami ' Topographicfeatures ' Landslide

Naturaldisasters ' Liquefaction ' Ground ' Rain
' Knowingtopographic
features

Disastersof ' Responseofskyscraper ' Lifelinesystems ' Road
man'made ' Foundationofarchitecture ' Bridge ' PowerfaiIure
structures ' Architectureperiodand ' Dangerofdownstreamof

type dam
' Canardandpanic ' Gettingcorrect ' Safetyinformation

Information ' Communieationmethod information
' Sourceofinformation

Cityafter ' liafllc ' Money -----------------t--

earthquake - Car
' Fireextinguishing ' Fireprevention ' Characteristicsof afire

Fire ' Electricleakageandfire ' Characteristicsofsmoke ' Alarminganeighborhood
byElectricity ' Escapefromafire aboutalire

' Gas
' Wayofevacuation ' Dangerofwindowglasspane ' Emergencyexit
' Rescue ' Waitforrescue ' Rubbles

Rightafter ' Calm ' Collapseofstructures ' Elevator
earthquake ' Dangeroffluorescentlight ' Dangerofblockwall ' Escalator

' Occurrencetimeof ' Escapefromsea ' Fallingobjects
earthquake ' Dangerofelectriclightpole ' Shakngofanearthquake

' Judgmentofdanger ' Behavioratearthquake
' Abilityofchildren
' lnclassforthe ' Whileoutside ' Inattendingandleaving

Behaviorduring handicapped ' Athleticfield school
earthquake ' Duringanextracurricular ' Duringaclass ' lncondominium

activities

' Fixtureoffurniture ' Keeproomtidy ' Unstaplefood
Countermeasure - Don'tputthingsin ' Electricsecurity

passages
Goods ' Emergencyofwatersupply ' Disasterpreparednessgoods ---------

' First'aidkit

Crisis ' Familymeeting ' Graspofdangerousplaces ' Reliefgoods
managementplan ' Crisismanagement ' Importanceofearthquake ' Contribution

' Disasterprevention preparedness
manual

Cooperation ' Volunteer ' Handicappedpersonat - Thinking
disasters

Disaster ' Disasterprevention ' Improvementofdisaster ' injury
.preventlon awareness preventionawareness ' Howtomakeaflre

awareness ' Dayofdisasterprevention
' Hygiene ' Fireextinguisher ' Carryinghan(lkerchief

Survival ' Firstaid ' Conditionofheart ' Importanceof1ife
' Neighborhoodfriendship

Preparationfor ' Tellparentsdestination ' Identdication ' Evacuationplace
earthquake
Victim ' Evacuationplaceatsehool ' Cigarettelighter ' Lifeatevacuation shelter

' Hardshipofvictims

Human ' Crimeprevention ' Roleofpolice -t---t-----------------
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(2)

(3)

earthquake attached much attention,

most contents are about correspondence after an earthquake, and

learning contents according to real earthquake disasters is necessary.

        3.2.3 Construetion of the Currieulum

        Groups which were divided by KJ method are classified according to

grade level of students at an elementary and ajunior high school based on

the report "Education program of fire prevention for the youth"3) from the

Fire Defense Agency of the Ministry of Home Affairs. The grade level is

divided into 4 divisions: preschool children, elementary school lower grades,

elementary school upper grades and relevant knowledge in this report. The

curriculum constructed is shown in Table 3.2. In this table, the grade level is

divided into elementary school lower grades and upper grades and junior

high school level.

        In an elementary school lower grade, school children can first leam

the fe ar of an earth qu ake disaster referring to the examples of historical

Table 3.2 Contents of the curriculum for school children

Lowergradesof Mghergradesof Jimiorhighschoollevel
elementaryschool elementaryschool
' Whatisearthquake? ' Previoussevere ' Previoussevere
' Earthquakecountry earthquakes earthquakes

Knowledgeabout ' Fearofearthquake ' Earthquakemechanism ' ThereasonwhyJapanis
earthquakes disasters ' Magnitudeandintensity anearthquakecountry

' Collapseofdaily1ife ' Earthquakedisasters ' Magnitudeandintensity
' Hardlife ' Earthquakedisasters

' Effectonthelife
' Basicbehaviorduring ' Basicbehaviorduring ' Basicbehaviorduring
anearthquake anearthquake anearthquake

' Advancedbehavior ' Advancedbehavior ' Advancedbehavior
Copewithan duringanearthquake duringanearthquake duringanearthquake
earthquake ' Evacuationaccording ' Evacuationaccording ' Evacuationaccording

toadult'sguidance toadult'sguidance toadult'sguidance
' Actioninafire ' Actioninafire ' Actioninafue

' Nottocauseafire
' Puttingroomsinorder ' Recognitionofdanger ' Recognitionofthesitua'
' Expressconditionof thingsandprotection tionafteranearthquake

Preparationfor oneselfandfamilies ' Emergencygoods - Recognitionofdangerous
anearthquake ' Familymeeting thingsandprotection

' Emergencygoods
' Familymeeting

' Mutualaid ' Mutualaid ' Volunteeractivity
Social ' Safe1ifestyle ' Anearthquakedrill ' Anearthquakedrill
responsibility ' lifeinarefuge ' Iffeinarefuge ' Firstaids

' Protectionofjuniors ' Protectionofjuniors
' Lifeinarefuge
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earthquake disasters. Furthermore, they can evacuate adequately according

to guidance of teachers or their parents when an earthquake occurs. Even if

school children encounter a disaster, such as, a fire, it is emphasized that

they should not extinguish it but escape from it considering their
inadequate judgment at this level of the curriculum.

      In an elementary school upper grade, school children can learn
about the danger and cause of disasters by an earthquake. Furthermore,

they are taught that they should evacuate using their own judgment and

pay attention to lower grade students when an earthquake occurs.

      In a junior high school level, students can understand many kinds of

earthquake (lisasters and the mechanism of them. They can learn that they

can act according to their own judgment and to a change of circumstances.

Furthermore, it is emphasized that they should join many activities as the

members of community.

      In addition, preschool children were not introduced in the
curriculum because preschool children cannot only operate a personal

computer but also they cannot make sound judgment at disasters. In this

case, their parents or teachers of a kindergarten should protect them

against disasters.

3.3System Configuration

      The software for school children was developed on IBM PC/AT
compatible computer with MS-Windows (Microsoft Inc.) by using the
programming language software Visual Basic 5.0 (Microsoft Inc.)
considering the availability of personal computers in an elementary and

junior high school. The hardware and software used are shown in Table 3.3

and Figure 3.2.

      These hardware and software were used because of the following

reasons.

(1) recently, Windows951NT is the majnstream OS of personal computer.

  The software can be developed based on the multiusability of the
   software.
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Audio
Speaker

     S
     ?i
   :rr.i}

  Display

tvattWLva/tkl•ry

J:'ll?'1(lt.Ii'IEYi'x.;i:sfttw..i'ew.t"e.o.nasS"

Keyboad

Table 3,3

        Mouse

   Figure 3.2

Apphcation software used

' . ApricotMS660(Mitsubishilnc)
  vv. -s: CPU'IntelMMXPentium166MHz.1"/•'i;'It'1)',rj`'s:. Vl llilX)(d[6D4iMBskDrive:2GB

        fit" " t
'  .-..1 S.i DiSpiay:i7inchesCMitsubishiinc.)

 Hardware system employed

Software Function
WmdowsNT4.0Workstation

(MicrosoftInc)
Operatmgsystem

VisualBasic5,O
(MicrosoftInc,)

Programminglanguage

Photoshop4,OJ
(AdobeInc,)

Processmgimages

(2) Visual Basic is easily executed by simple programs.

(3) contents of the program can be modified and improved

  function of object oriented language.

easily by the

3. 4 Con tell ts of the Software

      The contents of the software developed is shown in Figure 3.3.
The software consists of a larger program including the program for
learning and the program for evaluating learners and the curriculum, and

some data including graphic data, text data and the learner data.

      The program for learning registers learner data and controls
sequence of the screen that is used for leaming. The program for learning

loads the graphic data and text data to be displayed on a screen. The

program for evaluation is explained later.
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                                  Progr am for evaluating

                                           Loading
                                           and Saving

                       Loadin Learner data
                       Text data

                  Figure3.3 Constitutionofsoftware

      The flowchart of the program is shown in Figure 3.4. When users
start the program, it first requires the users to register (Photo 3.1). Then the

users register their name, grade and sex. The registered data is used in
evaluating of their learning effect, etc.

       After this registration, the
users are to take tests that are called
" Opening quiz" (Photo 3.2). The users

learn about earthquake disaster Oeni uiz
prevention by answering the qUeStiOnS Learning iYndquizzes

             software.                     After                           finishingasked      by         the
                                            'Knowledge about
the learning part of the main body, the earthquakes
software requires them to answer
                                            'Cope with anproblems in the "En(ling qUiZ"• earthquake
      These quizzes test the most
important content of the curriculum. 'P ,' .eP,a,rrta htiqO."

,fi
k' g

The numbers of quizzes are                        10 for lower
grades of an elementary school, 15 for 'Socialres onsibilit

higher grades of an elementary school Endin quiz
and 20 for a junior high school level.
                                             Indication ofthe
      The constitution of the screen fOr learnin results
learning is shoWn in Photo 3.3 based on
                                                 Stop
Question'Driven CAI4). In this method,
quizzes are introduced at the learning Figure3•4 Flowchartofanewversion
                                               for schoolchldren
screen and users cannot continue the
program learn if they did not answer these quizzes because some children

tend to skip the screen for learning and not understand its contents if the

Programforlearning Programfo

ibading

dSaving

r=------'

graphicdataO

Start.

x/

1Registrationl
w
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constitution of the screen is the same as the software in chapter 2. The

advantage of this method can evaluate whether contents of the curriculum

are appropriate or not and whether learners can understand them or not.

      A correct answer rate indicating scores of quizzes after learning is

shown in Photo 3.4. When a comment is displayed according to the result,

the software program is then finished. All scores are stored to be analyzed

later evaluating users achievement by the "S-P curves" and "Caution Index"

which are used in the field of educational technology.

      The program for evaluation is developed in order that school
teachers or researchers may evaluate result of learning and contents of the

curriculum by using children's learning stored data. When users start the

program, two windows appear on the screen. These windows are shown in

Figure 3.5. 0ne window shows us the number of learners, percentage of

correct answers, the learning effect by the S'P curve and the number of

large Caution Index which are explained later. The other shows the reason

why both of Caution index become large.

What is your name?

N!algllptgsisual
.ut!gM-N]-g]2j.!Eot-!Y.SJ
)JX 51 w 2Y !j .Z]""
                           -S}zas}el

                       '!iigig!el

WILLIAM RIKER

Photo 3.1 Example of registration
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Your choice

Photo 3.2 Screen of quizzes

Tettonk plat es mett and cotllde

N

The plate sinks earthvvard due to the weight
of the slab which compose the plate.

Your point :30

Why does the plabe
sink?

t.the plabe sktks by
a voicano eruption.

the plate sinks
by its weight.

a plate consists
of soft rocks

"--L:--J

--su
Photo 3.3 Example of screen of learning
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         Resu lt
    Your score : 30 points
Watch out! Your house is colltipsed!!

 Photo3.4 Indicationofresultofquizzes

3. 5 Eva7uation Method ofAehievement of Users and Contents of the

   Curricufum

       To evaluate the effectiveness of earthquake preparedness education

visually, S'P curves and Caution Index used in the field of educational

technology are introduced. Summary of S-P curves and Caution Index are

described in the following sections.

       3. 5. 1 Summary ofS'P Curves

       S"P curves are applied to the evaluation of leaming effects. In

general, teachers make use of S'P curves when they decide the policy of

school lessons and evaluate the level of the examination, and the contents of

curricula5). Procedure of S'P cuive is described in Figure 3.5.

(1)Learners are listed vertically in the table, and learners' answers

   resulting in 1:correct, O:incorrect for each problem are filled horizontally
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Problem

8
g

,.Sil

A
B

C
D

  Ol101001
 OOIOOOIO
  11 11 101 1
  11111111
1:Correct O:Incorrect

(a)Learners and their answers

 are filled in the table

Problem

  11111111
  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

  1111OOOO
  10001000
1:Correct O:Incorrect

Problem

8
g

,.Sil

D
C
A
B

   11111111
   11111011
   OllOIOOI
  OO1OOO1O
1:Correct O:Incorrect

(b)Learners are ranked from

 high to low by scores

8
g
$

D
C
A
B

(c)Problems with percentage ofcorrect

 answers are ranked high to low

Figure 3,5

Problem

8
g
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D
C
A
B

1

1

1

1

ll----i-.ii--i:-ii•-•`r`-,l----

    o i•o

1:Correct
Ol
O: lncorre ct

o

o

o

o

o

o

(d)Number ofcorrect answers and leaners

 counted and partitions made for S'P

  Curves

Procedure to obtain S'P curves

   in the table as shown in Figure 3.5(a).

(2) Learners are ranked from high to low scores as shown in Figure 3.5(b).

(3) Problems with percentage of correct answers are ranked from high to low

  in Figure 3.5(c).

(4) The number of correct answer for each learner is counted from left to

  right and a virtual partition line is put at the end of the count as shown

  in dashed lme in Figure 3.5(d). The cumulative distptbution curve of

   correct answers is drawn up based on partitions is called S"curve.

(5) The number of learners that got correct answer for each problem is

   counted from the top to the bottom and a horizontal partition line is put

   at the end of count as shown in a solid ]ine in Figure 3.5(d). The

   cumulative distribution curve of Ieamers with correct answers is drawn

   up based on partitions is called P-curve.

      In order to evaluate the rate of correct answer and whether
problems are suited to students or not, S'P curve is consideredbased on
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(1) position of S-curve and P"curve,

(2) forms of S-curve and P-curve, and

(3) a gap between S"curve and P-curve.

      Figure 3.5 shows a typical example of S"P curves. When both curves
are in straight lmes whose angles are about 450 as shown in Figure 3.6, the

ratio of correct answers is about 500/o. If the curves shift toward the upper

left, the ratio is less than 500/o, inversely; the curves shift toward the lower

right, the ratio is more than 500/o. Accordingly, results of the score can be

ascertained by the positions of the curves.

      Moreover, from the shapes of S-curve and P-curve and the difl?erence

between them, the characteristics of students and problems can be analyzed.

Figure 3.7(a) shows almost ideal S- and P- curves because the level of

djfficulty of the problems is appropriate to the students. When the
inclination of S"curve is very slight as shown in Figure 3.7(b), the students

can be clearly divided into two groups, i.e., one is the group of students of

high score and the other is that oflow score. When the inclination ofP"curve

is very steep in Figure 3.7(c), the problems are also divided into two groups,

i.e., one is the group of very easy problems and the other is that of very hard.

When the gap between S"curve and P-curve became large as shown in
Figure 3.8(d), the diflliculty of the problems does not suit the students. In

this case, the problems need to be revised.

PtnhlerrB

ca
"Ost

Nes
Åë

A
Pencentage ofrm
ansvver is scOk

ln case of a high score

Figure 3,6 Relationship between the position of S'P curves and scores
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Proble ms
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(d) ln ap pr op ri ate pr oblems for le ar ners

Example of typical S'P curves

      3. 5.2 ln troduetion of Caution Index

      Rate of correct answer for problems and learners can be grasped by

the position of S'P curve as mentioned above. However, achievement of
leamers and Ieaming contents should be analyzed not only for the whole
result combining learners and problems but also for their separate results.

      For example, the results of two learners and problems that got the

number of the same correct answer are show in Figure3.8. In Figure 3.8(a),

student A got answers that suited the difliculties of the problem because

student A could solve easy problems but not difficult problems. In this case,

pattern of learner A's answer in Figure 3.8(a) is called "Complete reaction

pattern". On the other hand, student B did not get answers that suited the

djfficulties of the problem because sometimes he got correct answers for

difllicult problems. In this case, leamer B might get the correct answers by
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ProblemA ProblemB

'"  LMe-hrker A

,Learner B

Problem
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                     1 :oorrect
                     O incorrect

(a) In case of the same score for Ieamers

           Figure 3,8

  Problem

N:
$

N.
  1 1'
  Iill,

  1iIo

  llP
  1IeO

  1O,
 •Oi 1

  OiI1

  OIIO

 'OIl1'

                   1 tnrrect
                   O :i ncorrect

(b) In case of the same score forproblems

Differences in the distribution of scores

guessmg.
      In Figure 3.8(b), problem A was appropriate in difliculty because

learners that got a high score could correctly answer problem A and learners

that got a low score could not. However, problem B is not a good question

because learners who could get correct answers on other problems could not

always correctly answer problem B. In this case, problem B may be a good

question but cannot be judged from the percentage of correct answers.

      Therefore, Caution index is introduced in order to find these
students or problems5). Caution index is used to identify unusual aspects of

students or problems that is (liflrerence from complete reaction pattern.

Caution index is defined as

           Difiierence between complete reaction pattern from learner' sactual reaction pattern
Caution index =

Maximum di(iference from complete reaction pattem

• • • • (3.1)
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Maximum diliference from complete reaction pattem means maximum
entropy of learner's or problem's score. The entropy becomes greatest if 1

and O are unintentionally distributed. Furthermore, Caution index about

students and problems are concretely defined as

cs, =

Sum of number of learner' s correct answer that corresponds

to "O" in the left from S -curve of learner Si

Sum of number of learner' s correct answer that correspond s

to "1" in the right from S -curve of learner Si

Sum of number of learner' s correct answer( in the left from S -curve of learner Si )-( Number of learner's correct

answer in learner S{

)Å~( (itlleg2ge,.Og.`eS ""-ber of iearnerT , )

         • • • • (3.2)

cPi =

Sum of number of learner' s correct answer tha t correspond s

to "O" in the top from P -curve of problem Ij

Sum of number of learner' s correct answer tha t correspond s

to "1" in the down from P -curve of problem Ij

Sum of number of learner' s correct answer( in the top from P -curve of problem Ij

)-( Number of learner' s correct

answer in problem Ij

)Å~( it\lel3geanOsfwtehre number of iearner's)

          • • • • (3.3)

Where
CSi Caution Index about learners

CPf Caution Index about problems

Moreover, high Caution index are defined as

Ratio of correct answer År 850/o, CSi År O.75 • • • • (3.4)

Ratio of correct answer År 850/o, CPi År O,75 • • • • (3.5)

       For example, when the students are in bad physical condition and

cannot answer or does not answer seriously, the index becomes large. When

the index is more than O.75 and ratio of correct answer is more than 850/o, it

can be said that there is something wrong with the problem or the student.

In that case, the problem needs to be checked and the student needs
guidance.

       S"P curves and Caution index are automatically processed and
displayed by the evaluation program.
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3. 6 Evaluation of the Software

      In order to evaluate the software that the author developed for
school children, the author distributed it to an elementary and a junior high

school in Ube City of Yamaguchi Prefecture. Replies were received from 65

school children, of which 33 from lower grades and 10 from upper grades of

the elementary school, and 22 from the junior high school. The software was

evaluated from the viewpoint of

(1) learning effects by S-P curve and Caution index, and

(2) adequacy of the curriculum by S'P curve and Caution index.

      3. 6. 1 Results ofS-P Curves

      Figure 3.9, Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show the S'P curves that

were obtained from the lower grade and the upper grade of elementary
school, andjunior high school level. Figure (a) is obtained from the "Opening

quiz" and (b) from the "Ending quiz". The symbols of O and M in the

figures indicate the high "Caution index" for the problem and the student,

respectively. Results of the caution index are described later.

      By comparing the positions of S'P curves in Figure 3.9(a) and Figure

3.9(b), the curves shjfted toward the lower right in the "Ending quiz". From

the viewpoint of curve shift, it is found that the rate of correct answer rose

in the "Ending quiz". Actually, the percentage of correct answers has gone

up to17 O/o. From the viewpoint of gap of the curves, the gap decreased in the

" Ending quiz". This means that students who made mistakes in the
" Opening quiz" understand by getting the correct answers in the "Ending
quiz."

      In Figure 3.10, S"P curves shifted just a little toward the lower

right in the "Ending quii'. There was a slight curve in the "Opening quiz"

because "Opening quiz"was so easy for the upper grade students that they

could easily answer it.

      In Figure 3.11, the shift of S'P curves could not be seen in the
" Ending quiz". Especially, " Endmg quiz" was considered to be difficult

because the position of P'curve hardly changed. Furthermore, the gap of

S'P curves never decreased in the "Ending quiz" by comparing with the
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" Opening quiz". Therefore, it is found that there might be a point lacking in

the quiz problem and the contents of study, and the learning effect was not

obtained in the curriculum for the junior high school students. The points

that are Iacking wil1 be described later.

      3. 6.2Results of Caution Index

      As shown in Figure 3.9 and 3.10, the number of the high "Caution

index" for students and problems in "Opening quii' have gone up to O in
" Ending quii'. From these results, it is not unusual to find these students

and problems in lower grade and upper grades of elementary school. In

addition, "Caution index" for students became large in "Opening quiz"

because they did not understand the meaning of the problem when they

answered it.

      Next, the number of M decreased from 9 in "Opening quii' to 4 in
" Ending quiz" as shown in Figure 3.11. It is noted that the number of M did

not decreased much in comparison to Figures 3.9 and 3.10. The reason

noticed that therewerestudentswhorandomlyselectedchose thesame
choice, i.e., from the data that was stored. On the other hand, the number of

O increased from O in "Opening quii' to 3 in "Endmg quiz". It lets us know

that there are points lacking in the curriculum.

      3. 6. 3 Estimation ofLearning Effeets

      As for the results of lower grade of elementary school, the

supposes the software is effective for the following reasons:

author

(1) the position of S'P curves shifted toward a higher rate of correct

  answers.
(2) the gap ofS and P curve in "Ending quiz" decreased by comparing to

  that ofS andP curve in "Opening quiz".

(3) the number of high Caution index decreased after learning from the

  software.

      As for the results of upper grade of elementary school, it is noted

that the software was slightly effective for the following reasons:
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(1) the position of S'P curves slightly shifted toward a higher percentage

   of correct answers.

(2) changes in the gap of S and P curve did not appear.

(3) the number of high caution index indicated O before and after learning

   the software because problems in "Opening quiz" were too easy

      As for the results ofjunior high school level, it is observed that the

software was effective for the following reasons:

(1) the position of S"P curves did not shift in "Ending quiz" compared to

  "Opening quii'.
(2) the gap of S and P curve never changed before and after learning from

  the software.

(3)the number of high Caution index increased in "Ending quiz" in

  comparison to "Opening quiz".

       3. 6.4 Estimation ofLearning Contents by ShP Curves

           and Caution Index
      Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show the S-P curves on

leaming contents obtained from the lower grade and the upper grade of
elementary school children, and the junior high school students. Figure (a)

is obtained from "Knowledge about earthquakes", (b) from "Cope with an
earthquake", (c) from "Preparation for an earthquake" and (d) from "Social

resp onsibil ity"

      The result from lower grade of an elementary school in Figure 3.12

is described. From the view of difficulty in learning contents, "Cope with an

earthquake" was comparatively easy because the position of S'P curves
shifted toward a high percentage of correct answers in Figure (b). Judging

from the position and the degree of leartmg of P curve in Figure (c), the

djfficulties of "Preparation for an earthquake" may be appropriate. It is

found that many learners had the same percentage of correct answers from
the shape of S curve in Figure (c). The shape of P curve in Figure (d) shows

us that problems are almost of the same difficulty.
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Figure 3.12 Results ofS-P curves of learning contents which were obtained

           from lower grade of an elementary school students

       From the view of "Caution index", there are learners and problems
that were of high Caution index in Figure (a) and Figure (d). Especially in

Figure (a), 3 students and 3 problems are unusual. Therefore, problems that

were of high Caution index need to be revised.

       The result from upper grade of an elementary school in Figure 3.13

is described. "Cope with an earthquake" and "Social responsibility" were

comparatively easy for school chi1dren of the upper grade of an elementary

school because the position of S'P curves shifted toward a high percentage of

correct answers in Figure (b) and Figure (d). However, the percentage of

correct answers was not so high in Figure (a) and Figutre (c). Some problems
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Figure 3.13 Results ofS-P curves oflearning contents which were obtained

           from upper grade of an elementary school students

in Figure (a), Figure (b), Figure (c) and Figure (d) that were of high Caution

index need to be corrected.

       Results from a junior high school are shown in Figure 3.14. S-P

curves in all figures shifted toward a low percentage of correct answers.

Both of curves indicate problems may be too difficult for junior high school

students. In addition, there are many high Caution Index in these figures.

Especially, 7 problems in "Cope with an earthquake" may be in
inappropriate. Therefore, these figures show us that every learning content

in the level ofajunior high school needs to be improved.
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  Figure 3.14 Results of S-P curves of Iearning contents which were obtained

            from junior high school students

       3. 6.5Review ofProblems wr'th Hi h Caution Index

      The author reviewed unusual problems that were of high Caution
Index from Figure 3.12, Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14. Three kinds of
mistakes found in problems were found as follows:

(1)the choice listed in a problem should have been a correct answer

   originally was regarded as an incorrect answer. The example of this case

   is shown in Photo 3.5(a). Although choice No.3 should have been correct,

   instead choice No.1 was indicated as the correct answer.

(2) the wording of a problem was so confusing that students could not give a

   correct answer. The example of this case is shown in Photo 3.5(b). If
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   students read the explanation, correct answer may be both of choice No.1

   and of 2.

(3)There were explanations that students found them too hard to
  understand.

   The author corrected and revised unusual parts of problems in the
curriculum.

      3. 6.6Summary ofIRSAnalysis andApplieation to This Study
      IRS (!tem Belational Structure Aiialysis) analyzes structures of

leamers' understandmg from the result of S'P table6). S-P table is expressed

by a chart, and IRS is expressed by a graph. The making of IRS graph is

based on the findings of S-P table. Any leaner that solved problem No.1
could answer problem No.4 correctly as shown in Figure 3.15(a). In this case,

" 4 -År 1" is marked as shown in 3.15(b). Learners that had correctly

answered problem No.4 did not always solve problem No.2. In this case,

Arrow "." from 2 to 4 is not marked. By repeating these procedures, IRS
graph is drawn as shown in Figure 3.15(b). In the analysis, learners

understood the contents of study along two systems: one is for problems

No.1, No.2 and No.3; the other is for problems No.4, No.5 and No.6 from
Figure 3.17(b). In this method, the appropriate flow of a curriculum can be

considered referring to the construction of the IRS graph.

           .Ii,,,IIPIiblllllllii[111ilii,l?OII,.;,,'1/)4N,

                               correct answer

                 (alS'Ptable (b)MSgraph

               Figure 3,15 Procedure of making IRS graph

      59
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      In this study, the author drew IRS graph about every grade level in

the curriculum in Table 3.2. The result of IRS about "preparation for

earthquakes" for junior high school students, for example, is shown in
Figure 3.16(b). The characteristics of Figure 3.16 are explained below.

      From this figure, it is found that the students first understood the

Iearning contents of "Fixture of furniture ", "Communication in a family"

and "Number and quantity of survival goods" because these learning
contents attained a high percentage of correct answers. On the other hand,

lists of survival goods are difficult for the students. Furthermore, it is

effective to explain the necessity of "Communication in a family" before

countermeasures against earthquakes because many arrows extend from
the item "Communication in a family" to the items about countermeasures

against earthquakes, such as, fixture and layout of furniture, danger of

window glasses and block walls. Accordingly, from these results, it is more

understandable for the students to learn the contents by rearranging the

leaming order.

      Therefore, the author changed the leaming order of all contents in

the curriculum based on the results of IRS.
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      3. 6. 7Reevaluation of Correeted Currieulum

       After reconstructing the curriculum, the author distributed the new

software to the same schools again in order to evaluate Iearning effects.

Replies were received from 31 school children, 10 from lower grades and 10

from upper grades of the elementary school, 11 from the junior high school.
              'Results of S'P curves that were obtained from junior high school students

are shown in Figure 3.17. The symbols of O and M in the figures indicate

the high "Caution index".

      The S'P curves shifted toward the lower right in all figures by
comparing the position of S'P curves in Figure 3.14. From this result, the

improved curriculum was effective for learning. However, a high Caution
index increased in Figure (a) and (b). The reason is that the contents

themselves, such as phrase of explanation, were inadequate.
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Figure 3.17 Results of S-P cunes oflearning contents which were obtained

          from junior high school students after improving the curriculum
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      Accordingly, these inadequate parts

improved.

of learning contents should be

3. 7 Evaluation of Change ofEarthquake Preparedness Awareness

      The author examined a questionnaire in order to grasp the changes
of students' awareness about disasters prevention before and after the use of

the software. The average results that were obtained from elementary and

junior high school students are shown in Figure 3.18, Figure 3.19 and
Figure 3.20. Figure (a) shows the result of the question before using the

software and Figure (b) shows the result of the question after using the

software.

       First, students' responses to the question about the horror of

earthquakes are shown in Figure 3.18. This figure shows that the
percentage of students who felt earthquakes were extremely terrible and

terrible decreased after the use of the software. The reason is that most

students did not feel uneasy about earthquake after understanding it and

found ways to cope with earthquakes. On the other hand, the rate of
students who did not feel earthquakes were terrible at all did not change.

From this result, these students' awareness should be changed because

students who disregard earthquakes as dangerous may be involved in
disasters.

                          Not at all Not at all

very terrible

 32.oo/,

little terri

 18.30/o

terrible

44.70/o

very terrible

 23.oo/,

terrible
33.50/o

little terrible

  5.oo/,

  (a)before using the software (b)after using the software

Figure 3.18 Students' responsesto the question ofwhether

           they felt earthquakes terrible or not
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   Figure 3,19 Kind of disaster that students are afraid of

               in an earthquake
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Figure 3.20 Are you interested in disaster prevention?

           Students' responses

       The result of the question about feared objects is shown in Figure

3.19. From these results, it is found that the percentage of students who fear

ground opening changed from 100/o to 50/o. Furthermore, there were students

who were afraid of suspension of water supply.

       The result of changes in students' interest in disaster prevention is

shown in Figure 3.20. This figure shows that many students were more
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interested in disaster preparedness by using the software. However, about

170/o students who were not interested in disaster preparedness before using

the software significantly changed their minds after using it

3.8Summary

      In this chapter, the author described the development and the
evaluation of software for earthquake preparedness education for
elementary schools and junior high schools by using a personal computer.

Before developing the software, its curriculum was constructed by using the

KJ method. Furthermore, S"P curves, Caution Index and Item Relational
Structure Analysis (IRS) were introduced in order to evaluate learning

effects visually.

   After developing the software, the author distributed it to the
elementary school and the junior high school in Ul)e city of Yamaguchi

Prefecture and evaluated the software. As a result, it was found that
improved understanding of earthquake preparedness from students could be

determined by comparing S'P curves and Caution Index before and after the

use of the software.

   After the evaluation, the learning order in the curriculum was changed

according to the result of IRS, and the improved software was reevaluated

in the same schools. As the result, S"P curves shifted toward a high
percentage of correct answers by comparing it to the first evaluation.

However, high Caution index increased in a few leaming contents.
Therefore, it was found that its inadequate contents should be improved.
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CHAPTER4

Development of Evacuation Simulation Software by

             Using 3 Dimensional lmage

4. 1 In troduetion

      It may not be possible for us to evacuate safely at a disaster even if

we know what to do for earthquake disaster prevention. Accordingly, it is

very important for us to experience the anticipation of an evacuation when

we meet a disaster. Referring to previous disasters, people could not
evacuate during and after earthquakes even if they had knowledge about
what to do for earthquake (lisasters. It is very important for school children

to grasp their behavior tendency in a following disaster after an earthquake,

such as, a fire. However, they hardly understand their own behavior even

though they practice fire drills a few times a year. It is dangerous and
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impossible to do an experiment on human behavior in a fire dril1 in a real

structure during a disaster. Furthermore, simulation modelsi) for
forecasting human behavior that used a computer have some problems; it is

diflicult to determine a parameter for prescribing human behavior and to
inspect the validity of results of the model.

      Recently, some simulator software have been developed by using a

computer to reproduce an experiment on human behavior and an
experiment of a virtual fire drill in order to get fundamental data for

simulation models. For example, Hayashi et al. analyzed behavior of a

leader in a fire by using simulator in which users could let people take

refuge as they look at a blueprint of a virtual building that was displayed on

a screen2). Meguro et al. developed simulator for evacuation by using virtual

reality technique and investigated how evacuation activities in an actual

structure change after using the simulator3). However, it is necessary to

prepare special devices, such as, a head'mount'display for virtual rea]ity

technique if the simulator is used. It is impossible for this kind of the

simulator with a special device to be used in school.

      Therefore, the author developed a 3D evacuation simulation
software by using a low'end personal computer without special devices and

software. The reasons why a low'end personal computer was selected are as

follows.

1.

2.

Genera]ly, old personal computers are used in many schools.

The software needs to be compact in order to be distributed to many

schools easily.

      In the first half of this chapter, the outline on the development of 3D

simulation software is explained and in the second half, the method and the

evaluation result of the software are described.

4.2 Proeedure ofDevelopment ofSim u7a tor

4. 2. 1 Employment ofHardware and Software
Components ofhardware and software application used in develop'
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Keyboard

Personal Comp uter
PC-9821Xs aNEC Co.)

CPU:486DX 100MHz
RAM:16ms

.nt...m
::tw-Keyb

    /t
oard Emulator
  l

Control Pad

Figure 4.1 Hardware system employed

Table 4.1 List of software employed

Software Function
MS'DOSVer.5.0
(McrosoftInc.)

Operatingsystem

TURBOC++
(BORLANDInc.)

CompilerofClanguage

GR.IJIB.(Freeware) Graphicslibrary

ping 3-D simulator are shown in Figure 4.1 and listed in Table 4.1. The

reasons why they were selected for developing the simulator are as follows.

1. PCe98 is used in many schools.

2. TURBO C++ that can make a fast executing file can run a simulator

  faster than any other computer }anguages.

3. Simulator can perform effectively because C language can cormect

   programs that were written by an assembly language.

      4. 2.2 Constitution ofEvaeua tion Sim ula tor by Using 3D image

      The characteristics of 3D evacuation simulation software
described as follows:

are
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Figure 4,2 Display of data editor

Å}
ilii

Parts area

1. Users who are unfamiliar to a personal computer can make 3D images,

  such as, the interior of an underground shopping center or a department

  store, etc., and create virtual disasters, such as, a fire by using a simple

  operatlon.
2. This simulator can be distributed to many schools because it can perform

  on a personal computer.

      3D evacuation simulation software that the author developed
consists of two parts. One is "Data editor" and the other is "Simulator". Each

part is explained below.

       1 Dataeditor
      It is necessary for users to make 3D CG object data about the
interior of buildings in order to simulate a virtual evacuation by using a

computer. In general, however, peop!e who are unfamiliar with the
operation of a computer can hardly make such data. Therefore, the author

introduces "Data editor." Data editor is a kind of sub-software that supports

users in making 3D CG objects, such as, a virtual structure. Asample screen

of data editor is shown in Figure 4.2. Data editor consists of "Edit menu",

" Parts area" and "Edit area."

      There are eight buttons for commands as shown on the right side in

the figure: "EDIT" for selecting in "Parts area", "EVEN'I"' for setting events,
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such as, fire or turnover of utensils, "HCOPY" for printing a screen, "CLR"

for resetting a screen, "SAVE" for saving data, "LOAD" for loading a data

and "QUIC["' for leaving "Data editor". Users can simply execute any
command by clicking the button with a mouse.

      "Edit area" is just like a bird's'eye view of a drawing. When users

click on a part in the "Parts area" with a mouse and click on "Edit area"

again, the part is set in place. "Parts area", that is located at the top of right

side of the figure, provides parts of virtual structures, such as, columns,

walls, stairs, doors and elevators, etc. that are displayed with an icon. Users

can plan the inside of a building in a drawing. For example, black parts

express walls or columns, white parts express passages and marks of x

express area where evacuee can enter in Figure 4.2. This "Edit area"
consists of 400 meshes in which the scale is variable. More than 1000m2
area can be edited by using the "Data editor".

      Virtual disasters can occur before and during evacuation in a
simulator. Different kinds of the virtual disasters are described below.

(1) Fire: Pictures of a fire can be displayed at the beginning of or during the

  simulation.
(2) Turning over of furniture: Virtual furniture turns over at the beginning

  of the simulation or when users approach it. If furniture turns over in

  narrow comers or passages, users cannot pass them.
(3) Blackout: Blackout is indicated by darkening the screen except the EXIT

  light. Blackout occurs at the beginning of the simulation or during the

  simulation.
(4) BIocking of exits: Exits are blocked when the simulation starts. Blocked

  doors at exits cannot be opened even if users push a button for opening a

  door by control pad.

(5) Trouble of elevators: Elevators stop when the simulation starts or users

  enter into elevators and are trapped. After this event occurs, users

  cannot use elevators for evacuation.

      Furthermore, structures themselves,
ceilings are not destroyed in virtual disasters.

such as, walls, columns and
 The reason is that Distinct
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                  Figure4,3 Displayofthesimulator

Element Method is necessary to calculate the process of destruction and it is

impossible to display the result of the calculation by using real-time 3D CG

during the simulation. In addition, fire is also not introduced as virtual

disaster because it is difficult for a personal computer to indicate the spread

of fire and smoke on screen with 3D CG. Therefore, only flames of a fire are

indicated in red column.

       2 Simulator
      In the simulator, 3D CG images are displayed on screen on the basis

of the data that is edited by Data Editor. Users can move or turn a
viewpoint on screen as if they were actually walking in 3D CG by pushing

buttons on a control pad. Screen of simulator is shown in Figure 4.3.
" Simulator" consists of three windows: "View"window", "IMme"window" and
" Message'window". 3D CG images of structures are displayed with 8bit
depth colors in "View'window." The time from start of the simulation to

complete evacuation is indicated in "TEme-window." Messages, such as,

notice of fire to users are indicated in "Message'window" during the
simulation.

      Flowchart of the simulator's process is shown in Figure 4.4.
Simulator renders 3D images, such as, walls, columns and doors etc. on the

data made by Data Editor and displays starting viewpoint of the simulation
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Loading files and
initializing system

Rendering object data

Inputting data of
virtual disasters

Figure 4,4

Inputting by control pad

Calcniation ofloeation
of obj ect data

Rendering object data

            Quit?

              Yes
          g
Flowchart of the simulator

at initialization. When users push buttons on the control pad as shown in

Figure 4.5 in order to move or turn the viewpoint, new locations of columns

and walls, etc. are calculated and rendered as new viewpoint. Users can see

the motion of viewpoint as if they were walking there by processing input

data, calculating and rendering quickly and repeatedly. However, if users

colhded with a wall, they would stop tM they push buttons on the control

pad again. Furthermore, the walking speed can be varied according to users'

age and sex distinction because there are diilferences in age and gender in

reference by referring to Kurimoto's study4). The difference of their skill in

operating the pad infiuences evacuation behavior and time to complete

evacuation. 'nierefore, it is necessary to practice operation by using other

structural mazes before doing an evacuation experiment.
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Figure 4.5 Method of movement by control pad

      4.2.3 Reeord andReproduetion ofSchool Children 's Data
      It is necessary to record school children's way of evacuation and time

to complete evacuation during an evacuation experiment. Therefore, data is

saved as data files in simulator at the end of the experiment by recording

the kinds ofbuttons pushed and the time to continue pushing buttons of the

pad. By using the saved data, users' evacuation is reproduced in
`View'window".

4.3 Evaluation ofSimulator by Using Maze

      The author performed evacuation experiments in the simulator by
using two kinds of maze that imitated underground shopping center in order

to evaluate the simulator that was developed in this chapter. Testees are

100 students of Yamaguchi University, because students that are used to

operating control pads hardly make mistakes.

4. 3.1 Evaeuation Experiment- In Case ofMaze with Many Exits-

1 Summar ofEvacuationEx erimentsb Simulator
      The model of underground
experiment is shown in Figure 4.6.

shopping center that is used in
Size of length and width is 80m x 90

the

m
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Figure 4.6 Model of maze with 6 exits

Figure 4.7 Screen of the Simulator during Experiment

with 6 exits. Width of passages is 3m and height from floor to ceiling is 2.5m.

Testees practice operating the simulator with a simple maze before doing

the experiment. After testees get used to the operation, the experiment

starts. The experiment performed with two methods is shown below.

Experiment 1: Testee facing the crossing A stands in point B in Figure4.6.

             Then, fire occurs at the crossing A as shown in Figure 4.7. As

             soon as message "Fire!!" appears in the message"window,
             testee begins to evacuate. When testee completes evacuation,

             the experiment is over.

Experiment 2: First, tester guides testee's entry to point B along solid line
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Resultofwayfindingbehavior Figure4.9

' In case of experiment 1'
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Figure 4.8

Table 4.2

   Eki2 IlkdB
   (a) 29 testees' wayfinding behavior

   (b) 18 testees' wayfinding behavior

   (c) 8 testees' wayfinding behavior

Result of wayfinding behavior

' In case of experiment 2'

Choice of routes and characteristics of walking

Figure Reasonofchoiceofroutes Characteristicsofwalking
Figure4.8 " Walkstraight"

" Walkstraightaslongaspossible"
" Choiceofthenearestcorner"

Tendencyofgoingstraight
or

Tendencyofturningcorners
Figure4.9 " Choiceoftherouteswheretheyused

previouslyaslongaspossible"
Memoryofroutes

              as shown in Figure 4.6. As soon as testee arrives at point B,

              a fire breaks out and a message "Fire!!" appears in the

              message'window. When testee reaches the exit, the
              experlment ls over.
       Testees are not given information about the locations of the exits.

Furthermore, another experiment described Iater was first performed so

that testees could not memorize the routes of experiments 1 and 2.

       By performing the evacuation experiment in two ways, the author

tried to investigate whether past memory influences the choice of
evacuation routes. After each experiment, testees were interviewed about

the policy and the strategy in an evacuation. The walldng speed in
simulator was set at 3.0 m/s as walking speed for 20 years olddi and

view-window was darkened to assume the spread of a smoke.
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2 Investi ation ofTestees' Evacuation Routes
      Frequent patterns of evacuation behavior acquired from experiment
1 are indicated in Figure 4.8. Behavior pattern (a) that 21 testees followed

are most frequent. After a fire broke out and testees turned round, they

walked straight or turned left in the first crossing and succeeded in reaching

Exit 2. Next 16 testees that followed pattern (b) turned round at point B,

turned right at second crossing and walked straight to Exit 6. Pattern (c)

followed by 12 testees that turned at third crossing and went straight till

the crossing that was closed to Exit 1.

      Frequent patterns of testees' behavior in experiment 2 are shown in

Figure 4.9. Pattern (a) that 26 testees followed is recorded as the most

frequent behavior in experiment 2. The testees turned right at the second
crossing and go to Exit 6. In pattern (b), as soon as testees turnediight at

the first crossing, turned right at the next crossing and succeeded in finding

Exit 5. Patterns (b) and (c) are almost the same routes of evacuation.

       3 Classification ofWa ndin s
      The author categorized results of Figure 4.8 and Figutre 4.9 into the

classification of Matsushita's wayfudmg experiments5). The result is shown

in Table 4.2. The reasons of choice of wayfindig indicated in Figure 4.8 are

" Choice of the nearest corner", "Going as straight as possible" and " Going

straight at once." In general, people take these wayfindigs if they don't know

courses to a destination. Furthermore, people tend to go straight or tum

repeatedly at a corner when there are many corners in their headed
direction.

      On the other hand, testees tried to go back along the routes where

they were guided by tester before the fire broke out and found Exits 5 and 6

as shown in Figure 4.9. So, they evacuated according to their memory. In
Figure 4.9(a), it is found that testees remembered the way to the exit where

they used in the first experiment. So, most people took refuge to Exit 6 in

the experiment 2 as shown in Figure 4.9. Therefore, Figure shows the
tendency of wayfindings: " Evacuation by using the routes that have been
used before" .

      As the results of these experiments, the author found characteristics

of wayfindings behavior that were well known in Matsushita's experiments

were observed by using the simulator.
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      4.3.2Evaeuation Experiment-In Case ofMaze with 0neExit
       1 Summar ofEx eriment
      To evaluate the simulator, author also performed an experiment in a

maze with one exit which was actually used in Watabe's experiment6) as

shown in Figure 4.10. Entrance and exit are also displayed with S and G,

and crossings are numbered to easily explain results of the experiment with

Figure.

                  brTlm
                           G

" s
- i'
 im im

im

 Ethi

zlrr).

    Figure 4.10 Modelofmaze with one exitreferring to Watabe'sexperiment

      Each testee was told that he entered Entrance S of the maze and to

search for the exit. Before the experiment, the view-window was adjusted as

shown in Figure 4.11 because Watabe set a limit to testees' visual field by

covering them with a hood in order to see only their footsteps. Sizes of

visible area through view'window are 1.7 m in front and 2 m in flank.
Walking speed O.7 m/s7) was set on the assumption that testees walked in a

thin cloud. Furthermore, some djfferent marks were attached on floors in

crossings and blind alleys referring to Watabe's experiment as show in

Figure 4.11. In addition, testees were only taught that there were some

marks in each crossing and not taught the shape of the maze, the number of

crossings and the location of the exit.
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Figure 4.11 Screen ofsimulator duringthe experiment

          - In case of maze with one exit -

2 Avera e Time to Find Out Each Crossin

       Watabe indicated exponential relation between each crossing and

average time to find out in his experiment. Therefore, regression lines which

indicated the relation between each crossing and average time to find out in

each crossing in order to compare the result of this experiment and that of

Watabe's experiment are shown in Figure 4.12. "Random wayfTmdings" in

Figure 4.12 means the result of testees who had no plan to walk, and
" wayfindings along walls" in Figure 4.12 means the result of testees who

walked regularly along walls of the maze in Watabe's experiment. From the

relation of 3 regression lines, the result of simulator is indicated in the

range between "random wayfindings" and "wayfindings along walls" but
drawn closer to "waviindings along walls".

       As mentioned above, it is found that the result of the experiment by

using the simulator is almost the same as that of Watabe's experiment.

       3 Ro utes of Te stees' Wa indin s

       Typical patterns of routes of testees' wayfindings are shown in

Figure 4.13. The result of testees' wayfindings when they got lost in a route

during evacuation is indicated in Figure (a) and that of testee's route when

they evacuated regularly is indicated in Figure (b). In case of Figure (a),

testee lost the route to exit G and noticed that he already passed crossing 2
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     Figure4.13 Differencesoftestees'wayfindingbehavior

when he saw the mark in crossing 2. After testee found crossing 3, he tried

to search for a way to the exit without any clear plan for evacuation. The

testee succeeded in reaching exit G without being lost in a route after he

was back to crossing 3. In case of Figure (b), testee continued to evacuate
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according to his clear policy to go along right walE in the maze and
completed evacuation without being lost in a route. From these results and

the result of hearing to the testees, it is found that (lifference of pattern of

wayfindings depends on policy to evacuate.

       4 Passa eFre uenc inEach Crossin
      Passage frequencies of all testees are investigated because passage

frequency increased at a crossing where many teestees lost their way to an

exit. The result ofpassage frequency is shown in Figure 4.14. This figure is

shown as below.

      Two peaks at crossings 3 and 6 and the minimum at crossing 5
appear in Figure. The reason is that there are a few search frequencies at

crossing 5 which has only two ways where testees could go, less other
crossings and where a mark could be found to search for a route to the exit.

Moreover, it is also found that passage frequency decreased at the center of

the maze, such as, crossings 3, 4, 5 and 6 where testees were not easily lost

because of crossing 5.

       5 CumulativePercenta eofFin(lin Crossin s
      The author also investigated time to find each crossing. The
cumulative percentage of finding crossings that divided testees who find the

crossing by time T by all testees is shown in Figure 4.15. As testees
approached the exit G, it took a long time for them to find the crossing.
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Figure 4.15 Relation between cumulative percentage of finding each crossing

          and time to find out each crossing

      Moreover, it took a long time to find crossing 4 after finding crossing

3 and crossing 7 after finding crossing6 from the viewpoint of time to find

the next crossing after finding one crossing. This is the reason why testees

took a long time to search the next crossing because of long distance,

especially from crossings 3 to 4 and from crossings 6 to 7 considering much

passage frequency at crossing 3 and 6 as shown in Figure 4.14. 0n the other

hand, it took a short time to fuid crossings 6 after finding crossing 5 because

there were a few passage frequency at crossing 5 as shown in Figure 4.14.

      From these results, students can grasp characteristics of their
wayfuidings by using this simulator themselves instead of a fire dril1.

Furthermore, students also may simply construct many virtual structures

and practice evacuation from these structures by making use of the
simulator that the author developed.
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4.4Summary

      In this chapter, the author presents the development of evacuation

simulation software on a 3 dimensional image by using a personal computer

in order that students grasp their behavior tendency during a disaster. This

simulation software consists of "data editor" by which users can simply

construct simulated spaces such as underground shopping centers or
department stores, and "simulator" by which users can simulate evacuation

in the spaces which are constructed by the data editor.

      To evaluate this software, the author tried to explore wayfinding

behavior by experiment using two kinds of mazes that were constructed by

data editor. One is the maze with many exits and the other was constructed

based on the actual maze with one exit that was used in Watabe's
exp erlment.

      As the result of the former maze experiment, it is found that three

typical characteristics of wayfinding behavior were derived: first, tendency

to go straight; second, tendency to turn frequently; and third, tendency to

choose paths where they walked before.

      As the result oflatter maze experiment, it is found that tendencies of

the simulator is the same as that of Watabe's experiment from the point of

view of the relation between crossings and average time to find out each

crossing. Furthermore, the author also found out a part of the maze where

evacuees have a difficulty to evacuate due to the result of evacuees' passage

frequency.

      This simulation software that the author developed can be a useful

tool to simply practice evacuations and grasp students' characteristics of

wayfinding behavior without being an actual situation.
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CHAPTER5

Simulation Software of Students Behavior at a Disaster

5. 1 In troduetion

      Teachers can have knowledge about mechanism of an earthquake
and preparation for an earthquake and can teach students that knowledge

by using the software that the author developed as mentioned in the
previous chapter. However, teachers may play an important role not only

before an earthquake but also after an earthquake. If a fire breaks out or

severe damage caused by an earthquake, students have to escape from

school buildings. Furthermore, students may happen to encounter an
earthquake in complexes, such as, an underground shopping center when

they go on a school excursion. Then it is very important that teachers as

guides in such aplace must lead students to exit safely and quickly. In order

to achieve this, teachers should know the characteristics of students'

behavior and the way of conduct for students beforehand. Accordingly,
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teachers conduct students to practice fire dnlls at school repeatedly.
However, it is impossible to practice a fire dril1 in an actual structure, such

as, an underground shopping center.

     Therefore, the author developed computational simulation software of

evacuation that teachers can use. Recently, many simulation models of

evacuees' conduct in emergency situations have been proposed by using
computers.i)•2)•3) These simulation models, however, are focused only on

evacuees' conduct. The simulation method should take into account the role

of guides such as teachers, because the time to complete the evacuation

depends not only on the quick reaction of evacuees but also on better
instructions given by guides. In order to simulate the conduct of evacuees

and guides in a situation of fire preceded by an earthquake, the author

developed a simulation model by using chained codes used in the field of

information processing.

      In this chapter, the development of the simulation model considering

not only the conduct of guides and evacuees but also the reaction of
evacuees' conduct to guide's instructions is described. Furthermore, the

author also simulates evacuation in an underground shopping center by
using a model and considers the result of the simulation.

5.2 Proeedure ofSim ula tion ModeZ

    The simulation model that the author proposes consists of a floor, fire

and human models. Each content of the modeling is described below.

    5. 2. J FIoor Model

   It is difficult and complex to represent space for places such as
underground shopping centers, etc., in a computational model. So for the

floor modeling, the spaces where people move in, such as, passages and

crossings are simply represented with a network of nodes connected by
linksi). An example of the floor model is shown in Figure 5.1. Nodes and

links indicate crossings and passages, respectively. Dots represent the

human model which can move on these links.
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Figure 5.1 Model of floor

   5. 2.2 Fire Model

   Spreadjng of fire and smoke is a very complex phenomenon. Therefore,

for the fire model, the author assumed that the fire can only break out on a

node and smoke simply spreads in coaxial circles as shown in Figure 5.2.

Harmless smoke spreads at first and then poisonous smoke spreads at the
velocity of O.5 m/s after the break out of fire. In this model, the fire does not

break out in numerous places simultaneously right after an earthquake but

in specific area.

reading Poisonoussmo

For10
,,,lllll {il#,..iii'i'iil

. ,:::1:

i•liill::

Harmle
smoke

Figure 5.2 Model of fire

5.2.3 Human ModeZ
There are two types of human model. One is the evacuee model and the
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other is the guide model which represents an teachers. Each model is
described bellow.

   Some people stroll through the underground shopping center often and

others seldom do. So for the evacuee model, the author propose two typical

models of evacuee due to their different reaction in an emergency, namely,

one could know routes to all exits and the other would not know any route to

exit at all.

   The way of determining evacuees' conduct is as follows.

(1) Evacuees move in accordance with potential value 9 given by random

   number before a fue breaks out in an earthquake. This means that
   evacuees walk randomly at the velocity of 1.3 m/s.

(2) After a fire breaks out, potential value at the point where the fire breaks

   out, 9 is assumed to be zero and the area ofpotential value O spreading

   in a coaxial circular manner represents smoke. Evacuees cannot
   approach this area of fire because the potential values in this area are

   greater than the rest of the area.

(3) The evacuees who are familiar with the place move in the direction is

   determinedby thepotential 9 given in eq.(5.1).

                                n                           9='i, ik ••••(5.i)

   Where Rk denotes a distance from the position of evacuee under
  consideration to exit k. An example how an evacuee determines the
  direction is illustrated in Figure 5.3. In this case, an evacuee at node

  No.3 compares the potential value of his node with those of other joint

  nodes which are obtained by eq.(5.1) and he moves in the direction of

  node No.5 because it was the lowest potential value. VVIienever the
  evacuee reaches the next node in a new position, the potential values 9

  are calculated.

(4) Some of the evacuees continue to walk randomly if they are confused and

  forget the exit routes or they are not familiar with the place.

(5) When evacuees get caught in a fire, they could die of suffocation within

   90 seconds.
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Figure 5.3 Rule for the determining the direction ofmotion

         based on the potential value

(6) If evacuees gather in front of an exit, they can pass through the exit

  without stopping by an arch action.

   5. 2. 4 Guide Mode7

   Guides give evacuees information about the way to the nearest exit
when the former encounters the latter. The author introduces two kinds of

guide. One is the stationary guide who gives evacuees information about

way to the nearest exit and the other is the mobile guide who gives
information to evacuees during his patrol in the area. The way of conducting

by the guide is as follows.

(1) Stationary guides are stationed at the node where they can see at least

  one exit and on the circumference of the floor model.

(2)Mobile guides patrol clockwise along rectangular links as shown in

  Figure 5.4.
(3) The velocity of guides' movement is at 2.0 m/s.

(4) Guides give the evacuees information about the route to the nearest exit

  when the evacuee is within 5 m. Then the evacuee's speed of movement

  changes from 1.3 m/s to 2.3mls.

(5) Guides stop giving evacuees information and start to escape by taking
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Evacuee
(stu ents)
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t

eacher ' fi!Evacue
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Evacuation route

      N.:         yxx                 Range ofcomunication
Figure 5,4 Example of stationary and mobile guide

the route to the nearest exit when the guides enter in the smoke area.

    5.2.5 Eneoding Information about Condition ofEvaeuees and Guides

   The simulation and character of the evacuation and guides are
described in chained codes in the field of image processing. Contents of these

codes are shown in Figure 5.5.

Evacuees code
(Students) o 1 2 o o  Guide code

(teachers) 1 o 1 1

A: whether the evacuee has met guide or not, a: kind ofguides.
 B: whether the evacuee saw afire or not. b: whether guide should begin to
 C: how long the evacuee stayed in fire. evacuate or not.
 D: whether the evacuee arrives at exit or not, c: choice of routes to exits.
 E: whether the evacuee has information about d: whether the guide has information
   the routes to exits or not. about routes to exits or not,

                   Figure 5.5 Composition of the codes

      The evacuees have five codes from A to E and the guide have four

codes from a to d. They are summarized in Table 5.1. For example, the
evacuee in Figure 5.5 has not a guide yet, saw a fire, stayed in the area of

fire from 30 to 59 seconds, has not arrived at an exit yet and has not
obtained any information from a guide. T!he guide in Figure 5.5 is a mobile

guide, does not begin to evacuate yet, plans his escape on route number 1
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Table 5.1 The summary of the codes

Evacuees Guides
A Yes:1,No:O a
B Yes:1,No:O

Stationaryguide:

b Yes:1,No:O
c Numberofroute

C

Osec:O
O'29sec:1

30-59sec:2
60'89sec:3

90sec:4

d Yes:1

D Yes:1,No:O
E Yes:1,No:O

and has information about routes to exits.

    5.2.6 7]pansmitting Guides'Information to Evaeuees

   When a guide sees evacuees after the fire breaks out, he gives evacuees

his instruction to the nearest exit. The way of conveying the information is

shown in Figure 5.6. At that moment, the guide's code d that indicates
information about the route to the exit replaces the corresponding evacuee's

code E resulting in the evacuee's new knowledge. Then the evacuee's code A

changes from O to 1 by getting new information.

                              a b c d
                    ,,g,u,i,d,e,s)ode M

                   Refer when guides meet evacuees

                           ABCDE
               Evacuees code
               (Students)

                                           change

             New evacuees code

           Figure5.6 Exampleofthetransmissionofinformation

1 o 1

o 1 2 oIIo

x
change

1
cha
/

e 1 1 2 o 1
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5.3 Example ofSim ula tion

   5.3.1SimulationCondition
   The author applied this simulation model to an actual
shopping center in Tokyo. This model is shown in Figure 5.7.

              IQ

3

IQ(]tn wa

Ii]xitl

EXith

.

    Exita

ee iilill
      '

underground

            - - - - ---;              -"--"""""""--              -.-""""""""".              t"----"""--"-t---              i--"-i---i"-i---ii- -                 --- t              -----------".-""- --- -     paeodnA.
    (a) An actual underground shopping

       center
                     Figure 5,7

    The process of the simulation the
flowchart in Figure 5.8.

(1) The number of evacuees is 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100.

(2) Fire breaks out at point A in Figure 3.7 30sec after the beginning of

  simulation.
(3) As soon as fire breaks out, evacuees begin to evacuate and guides start to

  asslst evacuees.
(4) Simulation stops when the last evacuee succeeded in evacuating or failed

  to evacuate resulting in death from fire or smoke inhalation.

(5)The time for evacuation is defued as the time when the very last

  evacuee reaches an exit.

     The author calculated the number of evacuees who could be killed

and the actual time of complete evacuation altered by changes in the
percentage of evacuees who know the way to the exits and the number of

enQn

     Exitl

               Etirz

            (b) Simulation model

 Model ana}yzed

    is explained as follows along

Ekit6Ebd6Eixita

Exica
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Inp utting of data of position

ofevacuees and guides

Fire breaks out and smoke
  start to spread

Guides begin to guide evacuees

Table 5.2

         w

All evacuees complete evacuatio
or last survivor is dead

           Yes
     Stop simulation

     Outputting data

Figure5.8 Flowchartofsimulation

Cases for simulation

Percentageofevacueeswhoknow
thewaytoexits(5)

o 50 100
o ST/MO ST/MO ST/MO
2 ST/MO ST/MO ST/MO
4 ST/MO ST/MO ST/MO

"i'

6 ST/MO ST/MO ST/MO
8 ST/MO ST/MO ST/MO
10 ST/MO ST/MO ST/MO

                               ST: A case of stationary guide

                              MO: A case of mobile guide

guides. The percentage and number are listed in Table 5.2 and the aut

hor also calculated all cases 10 times.

      5. 3.2 Result ofSini uZa tion

      The simulations of evacuees after 50 and 150 seconds of the
beginning of simulation are shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.9. Figure 5.8 shows
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the situations without guide and Figure 5.9 with 10 mobile guides. In both

cases, the percentage of evacuees who know the route to exits is 50 O/o.
Symbols e and O represent evacuees and guides respectively, and smoke

and fire are shown in coaxial colorless or gray circles in these figures. It can

be seen that evacuees can evacuate more quickly in Figure 5.9 than in
Figure 5.8 in the same simulation time due to the aid of the guide.

      Figure 5.10 shows the relation between the number of success in
evacuation and the time to complete the evacuation by changing the number
of guides. Figure 5.10(a) is the result from the cases with stationary guides

and Figure 10(b) with mobile guides. The percentage of evacuees who know

the route to exits is 50 O/o in the same condition as in Figure 5.8 and Figure

3.9. It is found that with more guide's assistance, more evacuees can
complete evacuation, and a mobile guide is more effective than a stationary

guide.

      Figure 5.11 illustrates the (liflrerence in the number of evacuees

killed with the changes in the number of guides and evacuees who know the
way to the exits. Figure 5.11(a) is the case of a stationary guide and Figure

11(b) is the case of a mobile guide. From both figures, it can be seen that the

more the guides assist evacuees, the higher the percentage of evacuees who

could know the route to the exits, and the more evacuees could complete
evacuation. Moreover, it is found that a mobile guide is more effective than a

stationary guide in terms of reducing the death rate.

      The dif]rerence in time span to complete evacuation with the dangers

in the number of guides and evacuees who know the way to the exits is
shown in Figure 5.12. Figure 5.12(a) is the case of a stationary guide and

Figure 12(b) is the case of a mobile guide. These figures indicate that the

higher the rate of evacuees who know the route to the exits, the more
quickly the evacuation is completed. When the number of guides is zero and

the percentage of evacuees who know the way to exits is low, the time to

complete evacuation decreases contrary to the author's expectation in these

figures. This is only because the time to complete evacuation here is defined

as the time when the very last evacuee reaches an exit. By no means is this

an effective evacuation but a rather poor one because evacuees are mostly
killed as shown in Figure 5.11(b).
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     Finally, Figure 5.13 shows a plot of the changes in the time to
complete evacuation and percentage of evacuees killed under the condition

that the ratio of guides and evacuees is kept constant at 1 to 10 with the

changes in the number of guides from 10 to 2. It is found that the
percentage of evacuees killed and the time to complete evacuation tend to

increase with decreasing the number of guides even if the ratio is kept

constant.

5.4Summary

      In this chapter, a computational simulation model at the reaction of

evacuees to guide's instruction is first developed. Then the author also tried

to apply this simulation model to the actual underground shopping center in

Tokyo and met with the following results.

(1)It was found that the more guides assist, the

  evacuate.
(2) Instructions provided by mobile guides is more

  stationary guides.

more evacuees

effective than

could

that of
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(3) There is an influence on safe evacuation based on the number of guides

  even if the percentage of guide and evacuees is the same.

      From these result of the simulation, the author think that it is very

important for teachers to instruct students the evacuation route when an

earthquake occurs. Therefore, teachers should consider the emergency

management for their instructions and the education of disaster
preparedness for teachers when they draw up a plan or devise disaster
prevention plans in their school by using this program of the simulation

model.
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CHAPTER6

Conclusion and Direction for Future Research

6.1 Conelusion

     The study in this dissertation was done in order to develop some

computational software for disaster preparedness education for teachers

and schoolchildren in elementary and junior high schools. Summary and
conclusion for each software that was developed are described as follows.

     In chapterl, the author found that there was no appropriate teaching

materials for earthquake preparedness even if many teachers strongly felt

the necessity of earthquake preparedness education in schools in reference

to 1987 Naruse's questionnaire survey. Furthermore, a questionnaire was

distributed to elementary schools and junior high schools in Shizuoka and

Yamaguchi prefectures in order to investigate teachers' requirement of

teaching materials and tools for earthquake preparedness. As a result, the

author suggested three kinds of software for earthquake preparedness
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education: "Education software for earthquake preparedness", "Simulator

for evacuation by using 3 dimensional images" and "Simulation software for

evacuation."

     In chapter 2, the author thought education software for earthquake

prepare(iness for teachers on a personal computer is needed first because

teachers must play an important role in an earthquake. Therefore, the
software for teachers was developed based on Hypertext used in education

software. Before developing the software, curriculum was made and divided

into three modules: "Understanding earthquake", "Earthquake disasters
and survival" and "Preparation for earthquake hazards" referring to the

result of questionnaires in Shizuoka and Yamaguchi Prefectures. After

developing the software, it was distributed to 26 teachers in order to

evaluate the software's effectiveness. As a result, it is found that all the

modules, particularly in "Preparation for earthquake hazards" were
improved after the software was introduced. Moreover, most of the teachers

felt it was the appropriate level of difficulty for each model for them to study.

From these results of the evaluation, the software can be a useful education

software for learning earthquake prevention.

     In chapter 3, education software for earthquake preparedness for
students was developed. Before developing the software, the curriculum that

was made in chapter 2 was reconstructed to change appropriate contents

suitable for students by using the brain writing technique and the KJ

method. The author also introduced S'P curve, Caution Index and IRS
analysis that were used in the field of educational technology in order to

evaluate visually and quantitatively the improvement of knowledge of
earthquake preparedness. After developing the software, it was distributed

to an elementary school and a junior high school. As a result, the
improvement of knowledge of earthquake preparedness can be confirmed
from the result of S"P curve and Caution index. Moreover, the new version

software was evaluated again after the curriculum was reconstructed by

using IRS analysis. After this evaluation, it is found that there was an

improvement of effectiveness in leaming earthquake preparedness.

      From these results, it can be useful for students to use the software

and for us to evaluate its effectiveness easily.

      In chapter 4, a 3 dimensional image evacuation simulation using a
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personal computer was developed in order that teachers and students can

grasp the tendency of their behavior during a disaster. After developing it,

wayfinding behavior by experiment using two kinds of mazes was explored.

     As a result, it is found that tendencies of the simulator is the same as

that of the actual experiment. From these results, leamers can practice a

fire drill by using this simulator.

     In chapter 5, the author thought it is also an important for teachers

to know students' evacuation behavior. Especially, teachers should not only

grasp their behavior but also know how to discipline them quickly when
they go on school excursions or off'campus trainings. The author developed

the model that simulates not only the conduct of teachers and evacuees but

also the reaction of school children's conduct to guides' instructions. To

perform the reaction of evacuees' conduct to guides' instructions, evacuees'

code was expressed by using chained codes.

     The simulation model was applied to an actual underground shopping

center. As a result, it was found that the more guides for assistance, the

more evacuees could evacuate quickly and a mobile guide was especially

more effective than that of a stationary guide. Teachers can simulate
evacuation behavior and conducts of schoolchildren by the simulation model

in anticipation of school events, such as, a school excursion.

6.2 Direetion for .17Tuture Researeh

      The author independently developed and evaluated four kinds of

software. However, people often simultaneously need knowledge about
earthquake and evacuation during an earthquake disaster in view of past

earthquake disasters. Therefore, it is necessary to combine four kinds of

software and generally evaluate children's diminishing fear of earthquakes

from the viewpoint of knowledge and tendency of evacuation behaviors.

      As for the continuance of this study, direction for future research is

described as follows.

1. The author needs to distribute his developed software to many schools

  and evaluate its effectiveness on a long term basis.
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2. The author needs to evaluate the use of 3D image evacuation simulation

  software, which has infiuence on students' awareness of earthquake
  prep are dn ess.

3. Curriculums for earthquake preparedness education for school children

  have been constructed by using KJ method. However, the curriculum
  should be constructed based on a formative processing of knowledge and

  awareness about earthquake preparedness. Therefore, the field of
  educational psychology should be introduced in order that school
  children can learn about earthquake prevention more effectively.

4. Method of evaluating student's abihty against disasters by using the

   software that the author developed should be suggested.

      Finally, the author wi]1 continue to improve and evaluate the
software that was developed in this dissertation considering these points as

mentioned above in the future.

d
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